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Speaking
of

People
Carole Mehlhaff

JANUS, you will remember, was the
Roman god with the funny faces. One
was at the front of his head in the
conventional style, the other at the
rear. Uniquely equipped with eyes,
he simultaneously looked forward as
well as backward-a trait historians
yearn to possess. So does THE PACIFIC
HISTORIAN. One practical way to show
Janusian foresight, it has occurred to
us, is to encourage young people to
write our history. We need gifted
newcomers in the profession of
HERODOTUS and CAESAR, MAUCAULAY
and BANCROFT, WOODROW WILSON
and RocKWELL D. HUNT.
To flush out young historians of
promise, then to give them that fine
first rapture of seeing their own words
and work in print, we propose in each
issue to include one article by an
undergraduate. If this innovation is
to become a custom, we shall need
cooperation of professors whose diligence has uncovered term papers that
show talent in research and skill in
expression. Correspondence is invited.
First choice is the piece on Harmony
Grove Church by CAROLE MEHLHAFF,
the sable-eyed young lady pictured
above. She dropped in at the Stuart
Library of Western Americana one
day to do research on this architectural
heritage near her home town of Lockeford. Seems that she wanted to do her
bit to save it from a bulldozer so for

a course in art at the University of
California at Davis, she was writing a
paper on the history of the Harmony
Grove Church. Later she shared it
with us-as now we do with you.
PETER TAMONY was born in 1902
at San Francisco within three blocks
of where he has since lived and carried on successfully as a real-estate
insurance broker. He says he "backed
into" an interest in new words through
sports pages of newspapers. Today he
is the country's authority on Western
neologisms. There can be as much
history in a verbal artifact, he believes,
as in a broken bit of pottery-and
usually there's more. Readers will
recall his delightful article in the
Winter issue, wherein he explored the
word gurney .
Nevada acquired FREDERICK C.
GALE via Canada and England, where
he was born. His taste for Western
history led to research which channeled him into the position of assistant
state archivist of Nevada. Recently
he had a heart attack, but recovered
in time to address the annual J edediah
Smith Society breakfast, a feature of
the California History Institute. His
talk, edited slightly, is his contribution
to this issue.
PRENTICE MULFORD is not a name
well-known to readers today yet he
was a well-accepted author of the 19th
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Peter Tamony

Frederick C . Gale

century. Born at Sag Harbor, Long
Island, he reached San Francisco in
185 6 and soon was contributing poems
and essays to the Sonora Union Democrat under the pen name of "Dogberry." Later in such company as
BRET HARTE and MARK TwAIN he
was writing for the Overland Monthly.
It was an editorial custom of those
days not to give authors a by-line, and
to list them only in the annual index.
There in Vol. VI we located him as
the author of "Camp." Biographical
sources show he attained considerable
fame, becoming well known as writer
on "New Thought". WHITTIER even
wrote a tribute to him in the poem
"Mulford," citing him as "sage and a
seer."

of Nevada, where he is acting director
of the Center for Western North
American Studies. Another book from
his hand also will be issued this fall :
Mexican-Americans by the University
of Oklahoma Press.
DR. FoRBES is a native of Long
Beach, Calif., and acquired his doctorate at the University of Southern California. His studies led him into the
zone where history borders on ethnology. He finds it a fertile area for
research with application to problems
of world-wide significance. Native
folk groups, he points out, must cope
with situations paralleling those of
units within the larger populations.

ARTHUR GUITERMAN - not WILL
RoGERs-launched the wisecrack that
American colonists first "fell upon
their knees, and then upon the Aborigines." It is an observation pertinent
to DR. JACK D. FoRBES' story of the
sad experience Nevada's Indians have
had with the whites. This article, incidently, is a section of a book, Nevada
Indians Speak, which will be published
this fall by the press of the University

Though he has retired, PHILIP KENDALL BEKEART carries on the interests
of his forbears-guns. Living in an
apartment overlooking San Francisco
Bay, he enjoys his vast library of
Californiana yet finds time to do consulting work. Much is written on fast
draw artists, but this is the first article
we've seen on unsung experts who
kept guns in repair. It appeared in
1949 in a limited edition book designed by ALFRED BROOKS KENNEDY.
YouR EDITORS
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Jules Franr;ois Bekeart

California Gunsmiths
for Three Generations
By PHILIP KENDALL BEKEART

AFTER HIS RETIREMENT, and during his declining years, my
grandfather Jules Fran~ois Bekeart, "Frank" as he was called
in the gun trade, lived with his youngest son Phil B. , in
Alameda, a suburban town across the bay from San Francisco.
He was a kindly, soft spoken and cordial man. Among his
neighbors was a young school girl named Leslie Sarle who
asked Frank Bekeart "for information on the subject of the
discovery of gold in California. I wanted it for my school work
and I knew what he would tell me would be absolutely authentic, as he had been right on the ground, and his memory was
so clear."
In his reply, written in 18 97, he augmented the requested
information by including his activities as a soldier in the Mexican War, and his subsequent journey to California via the
Isthmus of Panama. It is interesting to note that he asked her
to "try and preserve this original paper. It might be of use
sometime."
How true was that statement, and how faithful was Leslie
Sarle in preserving it. I am deeply indebted to her, as all our

A L LJ;;N ' S " P EP P E R-Box " R EVOLV ER
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family possessions at home and our office were destroyed in
the San Francisco earthquake and fire of 1906.
Frank Bekeart was born of Flemish ancestry in London,
England, in 1822. At the age of 13, with his parents he emigrated to the United States. Their ship was nearly wrecked by
storm, but after four months they finally reached New York
in January 1836. He served as an errand boy in a drug store,
worked in a tailor shop, and then was bound apprentice to a
gunsmith at the tender age of 15 years, which trade he followed
through life.
November, 1846, found him in Mississippi. At the outbreak of war between Mexico and the United States, he joined
the 2nd Mississippi Regiment, and in due time his regiment
went to Mexico and all was well until he was wounded in battle
"near the pretty town of Cayderetta. Their [the Mexican] battery was masked and caught us unawares. Their cavalry ran
completely over us, for our rifles were short and without bayonets. With their long lances one of the enemy aimed for my
stomach. I, not being reloaded, drew my bowie knife. In knocking it [the lance] down, it went into my leg near the knee and
lots of the horses went over me as I lay on the ground, but
never touched me." He was hospitalized and recovered to go
on and fight in other battles. Finally . . . "peace was read to
all the troops in line at sunset. In a couple of days we were
marching homeward, a cheerful march towards home, friends
and the girls we loved and left behind. It was a quick march,
I tell you Leslie, not half as hard as marching into the country.
Our hearts and knapsacks were much lighter.
"When we reached Camargo, we heard of the gold discovery in California, and were refused our discharges and were
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sent to Brasos Saint Iago, where we took ship and arrived in
New Orleans July 4th, thence to Vicksburg, where I was regularly discharged the middle of July. I went to my folks in New
York, kissed my best girl, and returned the artificial flowers
she gave me, which favor I wore for her sake on my whole
campaign, like a knight of olden times."
He did not tarry very long in New York. By January, 1849,
he was ready to start for California, having acquired a consigned stock of 200 Colt's Paterson revolvers and 200 Allen's
"Pepper Box" revolvers 1 from a gun dealer by the name of
A . W.Spies.
With some companions he boarded a bark, the Harriet T.
Bartlett, for the Isthmus of Panama. They had to walk across
the Isthmus, during which time they partook of some unusual
edibles such as monkey, alligators, lizards and other unpalatable creatures. They were held on the Isthmus for about six
weeks, awaiting the S. S. Oregon to take them to Yerba Buena
[San Francisco]. Numerous deaths occurred from tropical
fever, but they had the foresight to stay in the higher altitudes
and avoid the low seaport areas.
Eventually the S. S. Oregon arrived at Panama, "and about
the middle of March we were off to the North, leaving hundreds of poor wretches without passage tickets and with but
little money. Many never reached San Francisco and are lying
among the coral groves and mermaids of the sea- rash and
foolish people, as little prepared in money and provisions as the
thoughtless ones who rushed for the Klondyke recently, to
starvation and death.
"We put into one port for mail, to take on coal and water,
and to do some repairs on the ship, touched at San Blas, and
stayed a day at Mazatlan, the most important of the Mexican
cities we had yet reached. We crossed the Gulf of California,
dropped mail at San Diego and Monterey, and entered the Bay
of San Francisco, April1, 1849, about 4 p. m. The American
Fleet lay at Sausalito [Little Willows]. In order to avoid crew
desertions, Capt. Pearsons visited the fleet. Soon some marines
came aboard, and took off our sailors, firemen, and all but the
Chief Engineer. Next day, the passengers worked the ship to
1 When Jules Francois Bekeart arrived at San Francisco in 1849, he was
offered a sand-lot on Market Street in exchange for a revolver. He
"indignantly refused" to take over this now immensely valuable property.
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opposite where Sacramento Street is now and we were floated
to the shore on rafts which were all chained fast.
"That night most of the passengers slept on the upper side
of Montgomery Street, in blankets on the sand. The night was
windy and cold. The next day I went along through the brush
to the Spanish Fort on the hill [Fort Point]. Wild strawberries
were plenty. The following day I wanted to see the town, so
walked over a trail through the sand hills to the Mission
Dolores, 2 heard Mass, talked to lots of Spanish senoritas,
bought cigarettes, and walked over the hills to El Potrero, over
the very ground occupied by your old home on 23rd Street.
There were a great many adobe houses in the Mission and
lots of people. Where are they now? Gone!
"The next day we hired a sail-boat from a Mr. Ross, agent
of The Russian Fur Company, and with a Mr. Crosby as pilot,
we left San Francisco for the Embarcadero. 3 We slept the first
2 Mission Dolores, first known as San Francisco de Asis, dates from 1782.
It is one of San Francisco's most historic landmarks.
3 The landing for Sutter's Fort is now Sacramento, California's capital.
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night on the shore of Angel Island, the next night at the mouth
of the Sacramento and San Joaquin Rivers. The bays were
the least peril of our journey. The wind was so strong it nearly
upset us several times, but we were well ballasted, six persons
and a piled-up lot of baggage, and provisions that we had
brought from New York. We were nearly over-flowed by the
wind and tide, as we lay in our blankets on the tules, so being
very cold, we got in our boat and quarreled as we all wanted
to row to get warmed up. To avoid being drowned, we left
before daylight. At daybreak, we started droves of deer and
elk on the plains, then bare of humanity, but today occupied
by valuable farms. It took us three days to reach Sacramento
as we rowed all the way and slept and cooked on the banks
of the river.
"One of our companions found a brother at Sutter's Fort,
who was Alcade there. We were all invited to quarter in the
Fort, which is now in the center of the city of Sacramento.
General Sutter treated us most royally, slaughtering extra
sheep for our benefit, and giving us wine from his vineyard on
the Feather River. A fine old fellow was General Sutter. He
Bekeart's shop still operates at Coloma (Sutter's Creek)
and is popular with tourists exploring this California state park.
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had a company of mounted Indians, dressed and uniformed.
"A man with a team from Oregon had recently arrived
overland, and we hired it to take us to Coloma, Sutter's Mill,
on the South Fork of the American River. After two days of
hard and muddy travel, we got there, and I dug my first gold
by the abandoned mill on the edge of the river, Sutter's Mill.
I was delighted. A good many people from the S. S. Oregon
and the S. S. California were camped there too.
"I hired a little empty log-house on the hill, and in a few
days had lots of shopwork, 4 making over $100.00 a day in
gold dust and coin of the country. I worked cheap, they said.
When I had no inside work, I took shovel and gold pan and
went down to the river and washed out a lot of fine gold dust,
from $3.00 to $10.00 worth. I helped to lay out the town of
Coloma _[Sutter's Mill]. The Mill was abandoned before finished, and all the workmen ran away to do mining. Even the
foreman, James W. Marshall, who discovered the gold in the
tail race 5 went to mining.
"I got a man to saw and split out some shakes for $300.00,
and by binding the shakes with strips of heavy cotton cloth, I
built myself a shanty, also using cloth for a roof. In the summer of 1849 I took beads and trinkets among the Indians. They
4 Meaning the repairing and selling of firearms.
5 January 24, 1848, is Gold Discovery Day to Californians.

John Marshall, a chum of
Frank Bekeart, discovered a flake
of gold, January, 1848-and started
the '49 rush to California.

talked a good deal of Spanish, having escaped from the Missions in the lower country. They liked me, calling me 'Don
Francisco,' and when I did not live among them, they came
to my store at Coloma. They had learned the value of gold
dust. I lived with two tribes three weeks, eating their acorn
and pine-nut mush, mixed with dried grasshoppers that tasted
and looked like shrimps, after they had helped to deplete my
well-filled haversack of biscuits and cold bacon.
"In September 1849, after locking my door, I went. with
two of my fellow passengers north to the South Fork of the
North Fork of the American River [Rio Americana]. I was
away a month, and returned starving to my home, with a big
load of gold dust in my haversack, some nuggets weighing
over half an ounce. They made a horrible face at me, for I
was so weak and hungry and could not eat them. I would have
given my biggest nugget for a nice, warm, homemade biscuit.
Gold is a delusion when you can't buy anything with it, and
are starving besides.
"James W. Marshall, the discoverer of gold, was a chum
of mine for years, and I know all about the discovery which
set the world crazy, and although I have written it before,
and it was published in the San Francisco newspapers, the
Call and the Chronicle some years ago, I have written it as
you requested, for although seventy-six next July, my memory
is still bright and undiminished. No one on the Coast has ever
received such a commemoration as this from me. So for my
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The discovery site at Sutter's sawmill
south fork of the American River, is now being restored.
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sake, try and preserve this original paper. It may be of use
sometime."
Frank Bekeart was not an ardent miner, as we think of
them in 1849. Instead, he plied his gunsmith trade and sold
accessories of powder, shot, caps, flasks, etc. In the early '50's
he returned to New York, married, bought additional stock
for his store, and returned to California with his wife and his
father, Philippe. His children, three boys and one girl, were
born in Coloma, within a stone's throw of where James Wilson
Marshall picked up the first flake of gold at Sutter's Mill. When
the mining petered out around Coloma, he set up shop in
Placerville, 8 miles distant. In 1865 he moved his store and
gunshop to 206 Fourth Street, San Francisco, and then a few
years later to 346 Third Street. He remained there until1890,
at which time my father bought him out in order to force him
to retire. The following day my father sold the business.
This ends the first phase of the firearms business in California, begun April1, 1849, a total of 41 years. The next step
in continuing the firearms business was taken by his youngest
son, Phil. B. Bekeart.
Some years before the retirement of Frank Bekeart in
1890, his youngest son, Philip Baldwin Bekeart, had already
embarked in the firearms business.
While he was born in Coloma, site of the gold discovery,
he was reared, schooled and received his hard knocks "south
of the slot" in San Francisco. In his early 'teens he had the
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usual assortment of odd jobs, fist fights and learned to swim
under the docks of the Bay. He was graduated from Lincoln
School in 18 7 8. Attendance at high school was only six months,
and then he went to work. He previously had spent considerable time at·his father's gunsmith bench, tended the store during his father's absence and in general was fairly well along in
gunsmithing work; but he had other ideas and, in 1880, he
started working for E. T. Allen, owner of a gun and sporting
goods store at 416 Market Street.
His first job was to repair some single action "Smoker"
revolvers, .38 caliber, that would not pull off. His salary was
$6.00 per week. A little later he was promoted to salesman at
$10.00 per week. In May 1883 he made his first road selling
trip covering the Santa Clara Valley as far south as Gilroy.
Later he was promoted to manager, and worked for E. T. Allen
until 1890 when he accepted the position of western salesman
for the New York gun and sporting goods store of Shoverling,
Daly & Gales. This position extended his sales territory to Los
Angeles, necessitating many miles of travel by stagecoach. It
is worthy of note that when his father, Frank Bekeart, purchased the original stock of guns from A. W. Spies and then
departed for California in 1849, that Spies later sold out his
business to his clerks, Shoverling, Daly & Gales. So, 41 years
later, Phil. B. Bekeart became a representative for the successors of the original firm from whom his father purchased his
first stock of firearms.
In 1894 he resigned from the New York firm and started
his own agency business. These were the first factories he
represented: Smith & Wesson, Springfield, Mass.; The Markham Air Rifle Company, Plymouth, Mich.; A. J. Reach Company, Philadelphia, Pa.; H. Werlemann, gun importer, New
York,N.Y.
About the turn of the century other agencies were added:
Iver Johnson's Arms & Cycle Works, Fitchburg, Mass. (1900);
Daisy Manufacturing Company, Plymouth, Mich. ( 1902) ;
Ithaca Gun Company, Inc., Ithaca, N.Y. ( 1903); Marlin Fire
Arms Co., New Haven, Conn.; Bridgeport Gun Implement
Company; Ideal Manufacturing Company.
We go along a few more years until April 18, 1906. On
that morning Phil. B. was in New Orleans, having attended a

Near the gold discovery site, Bekeart helped lay out
Coloma, here shown in the '50s from a Kuchel & Dresellithograph.

hardware convention. His westbound train was due to leave
in an hour. Some newspaper extras burst forth with the news
that San Francisco had suffered a severe earthquake and was
being destroyed by fire. He arrived in San Francisco four days
later to find his business and home in rubble and ashes. This
disaster flattened his finances, but not his spirit, as shown by
the business letterhead.
Up to that time the Phil. B. Bekeart Company carried
stocks of all merchandise sold. Indebtedness to his factories
amounted to $90,000.00. Insurance on his business and home
was $52,000.00, of which he only collected about 50 percent;
but his factories were loyal and with the help of the CrockerWoolworth Bank, and of his old friend, Wellington Gregg,
cashier, all indebtedness was paid in full.
Phil. B. had outside interests in keeping with his business.
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He was an ardent hunter and fisherman and his photograph
albums show many pictures of his game. Aside from his business, his most noteworthy effort was his work and interest in
early California history. From the early 80s he was ever mindful of trying to locate the lost site of Sutter's Mill, which had
been obliterated by the river floods of 1861-62. Not until
1924 did he find it, thus positively identifying the location of
the gold discovery. 6 He delved deeply to prove that the first
piece of gold found was a flake and not a nugget. Another
time, the records were searched to prove the gold discovery
date to be January 24th and not January 19, 1849. In 1929 he
combed his own and other libraries to show the seven "Flags
That Have Flown Over California."
The foregoing briefly records three generations of Bekearts
in gunsmithing. To summarize:
Jules Frangois Bekeart was apprenticed to the gunsmith
trade in New York City in 1837. He established his gunsmithing business in California on April 1, 1849, and remained in
that trade until he retired in 1890.
His youngest son, Philip Baldwin Bekeart, entered the firearms business in 1880, and continued in it till his death in 1936.
My father, Philip Baldwin Bekeart, wrote without literary
flourish, his intent being only to record and preserve historical
facts. 7 He had deep interest in and affection for The Society
of California Pioneers, of which he was long a member. He
served as a Director for many years, as well as Chairman of
the Historical Committee.
The writer, Philip Kendall Bekeart, joined the Phil. B.
Bekeart Company in 1913 and was associated with the firearms business until his retirement in 1965.
6 See "Curator's Report," Quarterly of th e Society of California Pioneers,
Vol. VII, No. 4 (December, 1930), p. 258-261.
See also California Historical Society Quarterly , Vol. XXVI, No. 2 (June,
1947), .p p. 107-08, 128-58 passim .
7 His writings include the following:
Assembly Con current R esolution N o. 25 (California State Printing Office,
1919) , "Correction of the word 'Nugget' on Marshall Monument at
Coloma, to correct word 'Flake'." Quarterly of Th e Society of California
Pioneers, Vol. I, No. 3, (September 30, 1924), monograph on "James
Wilson Marshall" and rediscovery of "Marshall's First Flake." Th e
Mountain D emocrat, Placerville, California, April 27, 1934, story on
clarification of the date of the gold discovery and "The 'First Flake' versus
the Wimmer Nugget." [Later, 110 copies were privately printed in book
form .] Quarterly of Th e Society of California Pioneers, Vol. VI, No. 1,
(March, 1929), "Flags that have Flown over California," pp. 7-14. [Two
hundred copies in book form were pnvately printed.j

"Go West" -a sharp satire of the 1880s, from
!. H. Beadle's Western Wilds and the Men Who Redeem Them.

White-Indian Relations
InN evada Since the 1870s:

A Century of Disappointment
By JACK D. FORBES

WARFARE between Indians and whites in Nevada ended late
in 1878, but other forms of resistance were only beginning.
About 1869 a Nevada Paiute religious leader named Wodziwob apparently had initiated the so-called Ghost Dance.
Wodziwob later denied it, but his followers believed he had
dreamed of the return of the Indian dead and that dancing
would aid in the process. Other religious leaders, such as
Numataivo (or Tavivo, the father of Wovoka), Winawitu,
and Weneyuga took up the doctrine and expanded it.
Weneyuga preached to the Washoes in 1871-72 and spread
the movement to northeastern California and northern Nevada.
In 1872 it was reported in Idaho that Winnemucca was sending warlike messages to the Bannocks, saying:
on a certain day, nor far distant, all the dead Indians will rise from their
graves and collect in some plain, making a great and powerful army,
strong enough to overpower and wipe out all of the whitemen. 1
1

Idaho Statesman, July 2, 1872, p. 2, as quoted in Brigham D . Madsen,
The Bannock of Idaho (Caldwell: Caxton Printers, Ltd., 1958), p. 185.
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Many Indians came to believe that their dead would return,
that the whites would go away or be defeated, and that Indian
religious leaders had the power to help bring this about. Other
Indians were skeptical, especially as some of the preachers
were guilty of using tricks to demonstrate their power. 2
In Nevada the "adventist" movement apparently declined
until 1889-1890 when Wovoka, known to whites as Jack Wilson, revived the idea. His followers spread the Ghost Dance
as far east as the Plains region where the movement resulted in
the killing of Sitting Bull, the Sioux leader, and in the massacre at Wounded Knee Creek, in South Dakota. 3 The revived
movement was, however, shortlived in Nevada. Nevertheless, many native Nevadans continued to place great faith
in the curative powers of their religious leaders for years thereafter and some still do even today. In essence, the adventist
movement represents the turning of Nevada Indians away from
secular forms of resistance and, instead, trying to use traditional religious "curing" powers to "cure" the ills of the people
as a whole, i.e., to get rid of the white man. In short, the period
from the 1860s through 1880s from one perspective can be
seen as a flight from reality into an "inward-looking" world of
"mystical" resistance. Many native Nevadans continue this
pattern of resistance today, generally avoiding the kinds of
overt socio-political activity utilized by non-Indians.
The Federal government was extremely negligent in setting
aside sufficient good land for the benefit of native Nevada
Indians. Pyramid Lake and Walker River were the only formal
reservations in the state unti11873 when a very small reserve
for the Southern Paiutes was set aside at Moapa and 1877
when the Duck Valley reserve was established astride the Idaho
border. The latter reserve provided a home for only a fraction
of the Shoshones (along with some Paiutes) and in 1878 about
one thousand of the former were living south of the railroad
at Carlin Farms Reservation, Ruby Valley, and nineteen other
See Cora Du Bois, "The 1870 Ghost Dance," in University of California,
Anthropological Records, Vol. III, No. 1, 1934, pp. 3-9. It should be noted
that one early Paiute leader possessed a non-religious orientation. This was
"Sam Brown," an "Oregon Indian" who attempted to organize the Paiutes
of Virginia City in the early 1870s. He tried to build a school for the
Indians, but was imprisoned for allegedly using stolen tools a nd lumber.
See D an De Quille [William Wright], Th e Big Bonanza (New York: A. A.
Knopf, 1947) , pp. 218-19.
3 See Wovoka, The Indian M essiah by Paul Bailey (Los Angeles: Westernlore Press, 19 57).

2

From Mrs. Frank Leslie's California. A Pleasure Trip ... to the Golden Gate, 1877.

Tourists on the new overland line regarded Indians as
curiosities, not people ground between old and new cultures.

places. Almost all of these "farms" were owned by whites and
none were formally passed to Indian control until this century.
Unlike their eastern brothers, the Nevada Indians were not
ordinarily "reservation Indians." Before 1877 probably fewer
than 1,000 natives (out of a population of 5,000 to 7,000)
were living on reserves. In 1882-1883 only about 1,500 and
in 1891 only about 1,600 were so located, with at least 3,500
"on their own." By 1927 some 2,409 native Nevadans were
on reservations (including 404 at Fallon) while an estimated
1,953 were at the various colonies and 443 were in Mason and
Smith valleys. Since that date the number living at the larger
reserves has declined and thus at its highest point only about
half of the Indian population was residing on reserved land
with horticultural potential. These figures do not, however, tell
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the entire story because large numbers of Pyramid Lake,
Walker River, and McDermit Indians have always had to leave
their reserves seasonally to maintain a minimal level of
subsistence. 4
The absence of an adequate land-base and the lack of sufficient tools, livestock, seed, and agricultural instruction forced
the large majority of Nevada Indians to shift for themselves.
Very early, however, hunting and gathering were replaced by
wage-earning, primarily as agricultural laborers working for
whites on former Indian-owned property. Nevada Indians, in
other words, became a dependent, impoverished, uneducated
population, living in substandard housing on the fringes of
white settlements, being paid minimum wages, and largely segregated in social affairs from the dominant element of the
population.
Prior to the 1920s their condition resembled that of the
Negro in Mississippi, with one exception. The Negro was in
theory a citizen, but in 1918 only about ten per cent of Nevada
Indians possessed the right of citizenship (in spite of the Fourteenth Amendment) and less than one per cent were voters
( 40 out of over 7,000 Indians in Nevada and eastern California). Indian children were uniformly excluded from white
schools as late as the early 1900s and in 1918 less than twenty
per cent of Nevada Agency Indians were literate. 5
Although Nevada Indians had originally been eager for
schools, only a handful managed to gain any kind of formal
education before 1875. In that year a school was briefly opened
at Malheur, with the help of Sarah Winnemucca, and a few
children went to school with whites at Virginia City. During
the early 1870s the Baptist Home Mission Society was responsible for Nevada reservation education, but they established
neither schools nor missions. Finally a meagre beginning was
made when a small Federal day school was opened at Pyramid
Lake in 1878. The 1880s witnessed some additional progress,
with the changing of the Pyramid Lake school into a vocational
boarding school, the establishment of a day school at Walker
River, and the founding (by the State of Nevada) of the Clear
Creek Indian School near Carson City.
See Annual Report of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs for 1878, 1882,
1891, 1893, 1927, and 1930.
5 See Annual Report of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs for 1907, 1918.
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Of more interest was Sarah Winnemucca's attempt to
found a private Indian school at Lovelock on her brother
Natchez' farm, between 1884 and 1886. Aided by New England philanthropists, the school might have set an important
example for Nevada Indian education had not local white hostility and the founder's poor health finally led to the closing
of the institution. Sarah Winnemucca, author and national
Indian leader, was forced to serve as a maid for a white family in order to save enough money to join relatives in Montana,
where she died in 1891.
The 1890s witnessed some progress and a few failures in
Indian education. In 1890 the Clear Creek School became the
Federally-operated Stewart Institute (later Carson Industrial
School) with elementary and vocational education for Washoes
and, gradually, for Paiutes as well. A day school was established at Wadsworth in 1891, only to be abandoned in 1895;
a school was opened at McDermit in 18 9 5 but was soon closed;
but meanwhile an "industrial boarding school" was opened at
Owyhee in 1895.
These schools failed to reach the large majority of Indian
children and attendance, in spite of the occasional use of force,
was irregular due primarily to family subsistence activities. In
1904 a school was opened in southern Nevada at Moapa, in
1906 a school was started at McDermit (where only three
adults could write their names in 1909), and Lovelock received
a school in 1909. In the meantime, the Carson boarding school
was enlarged and finally, in 1928, began offering some postelementary course work.
In the 1920s a few Nevada Indians began attending
Carson City High School while a few others were sent off to
Federally-run institutes in other states. The vast majority of
native pupils were, however, exposed to only a few years of
beginning-level instruction under marginal conditions. Much
of their education was of a so-called "industrial" nature which
may have made for better homemakers and farmers but which
did little to prepare them for intensive competition with whites.
Indeed, as late as 1918, less than twenty per cent of Nevada
Agency Indians were literate. In 1926 there were no Nevada
Indians enrolled in grade ten or above in Federal schools. In
1929 Nevada had 1,101 Indian children of school age (6 to 18)
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but over twenty-five per cent were not in any school. Of the
balance. 619 were in Federal schools (295 in day schools). 4
23 were in mission and private schools, and 163 were integrated into the public schools. Increasingly thereafter, Indian
children were shifted to public schools and today Stewart
Indian School (the last remaining Indian school in the state)
is primarily for out-of-state children. 6
With the brief exception of Sarah Winnemuca's experiment,
Nevada Indians have never possessed schools of their own,
under their own supervision and control. Instead, the "Indian
schools" have always been administered by white bureaucrats
or white school boards who, by and large, have attempted to
ignore, or destroy, the native language and heritage. It is interesting to speculate as to what kind of schools the Indians might
have established if they had been allowed and encouraged to
do so themselves. 7
Government-aided economic development was, of course,
confined to the larger reservations and almost always proceeded at a snail's pace. Often this was not the fault of the
agents or "farmer-instructors" but of the erratic behavior of
Washington officialdom and insufficient funds. In any case,
most Indians had to work for whites in order to feed themselves, thus neglecting their own land, if any, and exposing
their families to the hardships normally experienced by migratory seasonal laborers. The natives did come into close and
frequent contact with whites, but as a servile class and not
as equals. Indians also frequently contacted Chinese, especially
along the Humboldt and at Wadsworth and Hawthorne in the
early 1900s. Some intermarriage took place and many Indians
took up opium smoking. The Chinese-operated opium and
liquor dens proved all too attractive for many natives, espeSee Ibid. for 1872, 1873, 1878, 1891, 1893, 1896, 1898, 1904, 1907, 1909,
1918, 1926, and 1929. In 1904, some effort was made to place Indians in
white schools but C. H. Asbury wrote: "It is difficult to get Indians into
the white schools, as there is a decided prejudice against them. However,
we hope to get a few more this year, and an increasing number each
year .... In many cases this prejudice [against Indians] extends to positive
opposition to this school [Carson] or to any Indian school ...." Ibid. for
1904, p. 243. As late as 1930 some day schools taught only up to the third
grade and none above the sixth. Carson school taught only through the
ninth. Ibid. for 1930, p. 58. See also Nellie Harner's discussion of education in Proceedings of the Nevada Inter-Tribal Indian Conference (Reno:
Center for Western North American Studies, 1965), pp. 4-6.
7 The Cherokee Indians originally possessed a fine school system of their
own. It deteriorated after being taken over by Federal authorities.
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cially for those who resided on the Walker River reserve. 8
Progress was extremely slow for Nevada Indians prior to
the 1930s. Tribal affairs were not in their hands, but in those
of a well-meaning but paternalistic bureaucracy until the period of the "Indian New Deal" beginning in 1935. In that year
Indian groups were encouraged to organize their own legallyconstituted tribes and in December the Pyramid Lake Paiute
Tribe, the Reno-Sparks Indian Colony, and the Washoe Tribe
of Nevada and California were formed and constitutions were
approved. Soon other Nevada groups followed suit. 9
Under the encouragement of Superintendent Alida C.
Bower and other government employees all kinds of new
activities commenced for Nevada Indians: the "Students Cooperative Trading Post 'Wa Pai Shone' " (later Wa pai Shone
Inc.) was established to create and market arts and crafts, the
Pyramid Lake Pageant Group planned a pageant, the Pyramid
Lake Women's Club was active at Nixon, the first annual
Inter-Tribal Fair took place in 1939 at Walker River (the
second was at Fallon in 1940), Indians from all over the Great
Basin gathered for a conference at Stewart ( 1940), and in
1939 the Indian agency held a big celebration in the hope
that "all the old time dances and games and songs will be
revived .... " Needless to state, this latter symbolizes a complete reversal from pre-1935 attitudes. 10
The decades since the 1930s have witnessed still further
changes, and today Nevada's Indians are better educated (with
perhaps two dozen students currently enrolled in the University
of Nevada) and in many instances their standard of living has
improved. Nevertheless, poverty, under-education, and social
disorganization continue to be very real problems. The white
man has done a rather poor job of bringing the Indian forward
into the modern world. Perhaps now as the Indian himself
awakens, he can show how the job should be done!
See Annual Report of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs for 1874, 1897,
1898, 1902, 1904, and 1909. It seems quite obvious that liquor and opium
became major means for escape from the tragic effects of conquest. In
1897 it was said that "all" of the young Indian women at Walker River
were under the influence of the liquor-opium-prostitution "merchants" of
Hawthorne.
9 United States, Indian Affairs, Constitutions and By-Laws (Washington:
Interior Department, n.d.), p. 12.
10 Nevada Indian Agency Records, Federal Records Center, San Francisco.
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Nearing Ninety:

The Credo of a Historian
The sons of Dr. Rockwell D. Hunt-Paul, Lloyd, and
Clarence-have carried out his wishes by delivering to the
University of the Pacific his library. The books numbering
several hundred and papers filling a battery of filing drawers
will greatly enrich the Stuart Library of Western Americana.
But Dr. Hunt, who died January 23, 1966, in his 98th year,
left more than tangible things: he bequeathed richly of ideas
and personal influence. Remembered by Dr. Jess Rudkin,
and read by him at the funeral, was Dr. Hunt's personal credo.
We now share it with the wider audience reached by THE
PACIFIC HISTORIAN .-Editors.

I AM NEARING ninety. Never in my long career as an educator have I had more life interests. My own individuality sets
me apart from every other human being-I am not entirely like
anybody else. I believe that it is only by being my best self that
I can make my best contribution in life.
While distinctly limited by my own finiteness, I have been
endowed with the power of apprehending infinity, though but
vaguely and quite imperfectly. Whether I consider the vastness
of astronomical space or the minuteness of the atom and its
component parts, I seem to catch fleeting glimpses of infinitude.
I believe in God, all-wise creator of all things. It is not
given me to understand Him fully, or to limit Him in terms of
human thought or dimensions; measured by my own finiteness
He would not be the supreme ruler of the universe I conceive
Him to be- God would not be God. By faith, and faith alone,
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the horizon of my vision, the circle of my thought, may be so
expanded as to embrace the idea of the true creator, who holds
the sceptor of omnipotence.
I believe in the compulsive force of intellectual integrity
as a prerequisite to the truth that can give me real freedom: in
a moral universe, in which one truth cannot be at war with
another truth, complete intellectual and spiritual integrity
transcends all man-made creeds and formulated opinions of
groups or denominations.
I believe that through faith and devoted endeavor I may
attain a state of poise and serenity of spirit, even under the
most adverse and inhospitable conditions and circumstances.
This I deem essential to complete self-mastery.
Being a responsible man, I have always had a continuing
sense of mission in life. It follows that as an individual I am not
bound to conform in all particulars to the common mores of
the community when such conformance violates my own sense
of right. The final mandate does not issue from the insidious
words, "everybody does it," but is the still, small voice of my
own conscience.
I believe that sufficient time will be vouchsafed to me fully
to obey every call of duty, since duties never conflict, and
neither nature nor providence demands the impossible of me.
If I actually have not time for something I'd like to do, then
that cannot be my duty.
It is only by the absence of inner conflicts that I can accomplish all the things I'm called upon to do. Therefore I believe
that the full application of my resources is a prerequisite to
optimum service-an obvious impossibility if I'm not at peace
with myself.
In my heart I have no room for bitterness or vengeance,
which are poisonous to the soul-hatred is an emotional liability. I accept the ancient maxim, "The best way to avenge a
wrong is not to repeat the offense."
I believe this to be a friendly universe, governed by law
and order. I cannot annul the laws of nature, but I may injure
or destroy myself by doing violence to its established laws. I
believe that through faith I may to some degree be a humble
partaker of the power, the spirit, and the character of the
creator of all things. That, to me, is the essence of manhood.

A trapper buys a
fofarrow-loving bride
during rendezvous.
Sketched from life by
Alfred Jacob Miller.

By PETER TAMONY
IN THE DECADES which saw the migrations that more or less completed the
settlement of the century-broadened American frontier, Walt Whitman reflected
the earthy spirit of his era as he wrote, "The science of language has large and
close analogies in geological science, with its ceaseless evolution, its fossils, and
its numberless submerged layers and hidden strata, the infinite go-before of the
present. Or, perhaps Language is more like some vast living body, or perennial
body of bodies. And slang not only brings the first feeders of it, but is afterward
the start of fancy, imagination and humor, breathing into its nostrils the breath
of life" (November Boughs, 1888).
At the turn of this century, as modern semanticists and scientists had to
re-examine the nature of language and words, vocables came to be viewed as
plastic, definitely not in essence the things they symbolized. Raising their sights,
comparisons were found in cloud formation, nebula, and such evanescent movement. In our electronic age, as sound but not sense envelopes our globe in the
instant, and the speed of light is the sole constant, some see words as energy
systems, 1 encapsulations that should evoke patterns of response at several
levels in the culture-complex of speaker/listener.
Verified constantly, if one lives long enough, is the Biblical dictum that the
meek shall inherit the earth (Psalms: 37: 11). The process that exalts the
humble is ironic, and always one of wonder. Of Americans in the last century,
fur traders, the Mountain Men, were surely the most daring, energetic, resourceful, and venturesome. Yet it is their word for the unsubstantial, the frills and
frippery of life, the gauds of dress, that has survived for current usage in the
American language. Of the vocabulary compiled by Alson J. Smith2 from
Ruxton's Life in the Far West (1849) ,fofarrow, "decoration, anything unneces1
2

Timothy Leary, "Languages: Energy Systems Sent and Received." ETC.: A
Review of General Semantics, 22, No. 4, pp. 431-462 (December, 1965).
Alson J. Smith, Men Against the Mountains, Jedediah Smith and the Great South
W est Expedition of 1826-1829 (New York: John Day Co., 1965), pp. 29-31.
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sary ," is the sole vocable that is in general American usage and shows signs of
transferred senses and life and growth today.
Ruxton's fictionalized Killbuck growled, " ... and them white gals are
too much like pictures, and a deal too 'fofarraw' (fanforan). No; darn the
settlements, I say. It won't shine ... ." And, "American women are valued
at a low figure in the mountains. They are too fine and 'fofarraw.' " 3
The amelioration in status of the Indian girl who "married" or became
associated with Mountain Men is described by Smith. Such an Indian belle
was distinguished by arrays of finery available for trade or purchase at the
yearly rendez vous, to the limit of the means and credit of the trapper, these
gewgaws, ribbons, trinkets, etcetera, serving as show to set her apart from her
squaw sisters. Jedediah Smith was a devout Methodist, his practice of the
Christian religion excluding association with squaws. He is described as riding
out with a blue bandanna tied around his head, this colorful headdress being
in the heritage of the French domination of the fur trade around St. Louis. And
in his trade, in his ritualistic meets and formalities with the Indians, he had to
know the value of fofarrow-scarlet cloth, garish beads, glittering trinkets, red
blankets that evoked response in the brave as in the Shoshone maiden. 4
A Dictionary of Americanisms on Historical Principles ( 19 51 : University
of Chicago) glosses fofarraw , "noun. Originally Western. (Spanish, fanfarr6n,
braggart, also, as an adj., cheap and showy. Compare French fanfaron, braggart, blusterer.)." The precedence given Spanish here seems to follow Ruxton's
example of usage cited. An Englishman, Ruxton had officered in the civil war
in Spain as a young man, prior to his ranging of the Wild West. That Mountain
Men traded with settlers in the Spanish tradition in the Southwest is well known,
of course, but the French were dominant in pursuit of the beaver in two centuries preceding the nineteenth. Traditionally, the French as well as the Basques,
term the Spanish "blusterers, braggarts."
In French fanfaron originally referred to flourishes of a brass band, to
fanfares, with a transferred sense of ostentation. In its history there may be an
association of fanon or fanion, the flag or narrow pennant at the head of a
warrior's lance. The white plume that characterized the Musketeer D'Artagnan,
and romanced the sweeps and bows of Cyrano, that greatest of braggarts,
termed panache (French, Italian, Latin penna, a feather) may have been
associated by the Hudson's Bay Company Frenchies with the elaborate headdress and ceremonial panoply of the American Indian. The transfer of the
sense of "flourishes of a brass band, fanfare," to that of braggy, ostentatious
show-off has analogues in American: we speak of chin music, and of one who
flies the flag.

Until recently, foo, the signal element in fool, foofoorah (one of the spellings of fofarraw, and related usages has not been recorded in depth. In American
3
4

George Frederick Ruxton, Life in the Far West, Edited by Leroy R. Hafen (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 19 51), pp. 18, 96.
Alson J. Smith, op. cit., pp. 27, 31 et seq., 42, 48 .
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English (1921: New York) GilbertM. Tuckerwritesfooty, "foolish," (1752)
is not an Americanism, but that foofoo, "a foolish fellow" ( 1848) is an Americanism. It should be remembered that well into the twentieth century editors in
the line of Noah Webster resisted dignifying American colloquialisms by inclusion in their literary-world-word dictionaries. Many of these are now seen for
what they are-reflections of facets of American folk history-and are now
happily termed American regionalisms instead of being classified as dialect,
slang, and so on. 5
Much of the flavor that characterized American frontier "tall talk" of the
pioneer and Mountain Man was thus lost in a concern for correct, 'literate'
English which did not encompass the sweep and scope required to cope verbally
with the new life and conditions of an open society in the free and easy West.
Foo-foo or fu-fu were re-imported by servicemen of World War I to denominate
such evanescence as perfume and the frou-frou of French life generally.
Some of the background of the foo signal element in fofarraw is suggested
in Joseph Wright's English Dialect Dictionary (1900: Vol. II): "Foogaud,
substantive. Also in forms foogawd, foogoad, fougourd. A foolish plaything,
a bauble; a trumpery, worthless thing." The spirit of this vocable may have
been in the verbal store of the Anglo-Saxon trappers and Mountain Men, and
may have been blended by them into the Romance language fanforan as they
encountered that vocable and coped with it in several voicings, which have been
variously printed fofarraw, fofarrow, foofaraw, foofoorah, foferah.
Berrey and Van Den Bark in American Thesaurus of Slang (New York:
1942 et seq.) detail meanings of "frills and flashy finery" in dress and accouterments as does Merriam-Webster New International Dictionary (1961), the
latter noting a secondary connotation, "a disturbance orto-do over a trifle: fuss."
This transferred sense is the only one recorded, with a twentieth century example of usage, by Harold Wentworth in his American Dialect Dictionary ( 1944).
What a picture would be reflected if this secondary sense could also be
traced to the boisterous high hilarity, the feasting and drinking, the tall tales of
more-than-casual tuffs, the near-savage contests, the whoop and whoorah of
the annual rendezvous. Yet the original and primary verbalism of the Mountain
Men, encompassing as it does some of Whiteman's geological figure and some
of Leary's energy system, still carries enough of the hurrah that characterized
the vigorous Mountain Men as it continues in figurative use to denominate
categories of varied desiderata.
5

Early in this century a "Dialect Dictionary" was proposed by members of the
American Dialect Society, which had been organized in 1890. In Publications
of the American Dialect Society (PADS) No. 39 (April, 1963) Frederic G.
Cassidy, Professor of English at the University of Wisconsin, outlined the history
of this project: "The American Dialect Society Dictionary-How Soon?" Then
Mountain Man-like, Frederic Cassidy surveyed the "possibles" of the project. On
November 12, 1965 at Madison, Wisconsin, under the auspices of the University
of Wisconsin, The Dictionary of American Regional English was inaugurated.
"Word Wagons" are now collecting usage from areas from which material has not
been forthcoming. American Regional is expected to be in print in this decade.

From Th e Rirer of th e W est, b)• Mrs. Fra nces Victor Fuller, 1870 .

The rendezvous encampment, in the depths of the Rockies
[circa 1830], amid the green underneath the blue and surrounded
by the snowy ranges, flashed with life and color. It was a bazaar of
the Far West rivaling any bazaar of the Far East.
Here at rendezvous there met and hobnobbed, at one time or
another, men of western note either permanent or transient, but men
celebrated for deeds and skill where deeds and skill were a daily
routine; confabbing, bargaining, buying, selling, swaggering, sporting, eating, drinking, vaunting, while riders galloped headlong hither
and thither, robed chief and painted warrior stalked across the sod
or posed at their lodge entrance, heralds invited to a feast, squaws
screeched, dusky children stared and rollicked, dogs yapped, horses
whinneyed, mules brayed, lusty oath and badinage challenged
Homeric laughter, and the inevitable fires smoked and crackled
under the inevitable pots. On a par with the later cattle roundups of the plains, the fur round-ups were the welcome to the
mountains . . .
L. SABIN in Kit Carson Days,
©1935, The Press of the Pioneers, New York.

-EDWIN

Harmony Grove: A Little Epic of America
By CAROLE MEHLHAFF
Bible in one hand and your New England civilization in the other
[go] and make your mark on the people and the country." 1
This was the farewell of Edward Everett, president of Harvard College, to
members of the Boston and Newton Joint Stock Company of Massachusetts,
setting forth in 1849 for California. Two members of the group, David Staples
and Dr. Dean Jewett Locke, carried out the admonition when they settled sixty
miles inland from San Francisco Bay in the Lockeford area and built with red
bricks the Harmony Grove Church. Although this attractive gothic structure,
with its cemetery as a backdrop, has long been abandoned, its history reveals
the dynamism of settlers during California's Gold-Rush years.
An oft-repeated story about the Harmony Grove site, perhaps more
legend than fact, is that it was an Indian battleground. This is possible, for
three tribes-the Mokelkos, Lalas, and Machacos-once lived in the LockefordClements region. 2
The Lockeford area was described by John Fremont in 1844, fifteen years
before the church was built:
"WITH THE

. _.. halted on a beautiful bottom at the ford of the "Rio de los Mukelumnes" on
March 25, 1844 . . . The bottoms on the stream are broad, rich, and extremely
fertile, and the uplands are shaded with oak groves.3
Rockwell D. Hunt, "Pioneer Protestant Preachers of Early California," in Rushing
for Gold, John Walton Caughey, ed. (Berkeley: University of California Press,
1949), p. 86.
2 George H. Tinkham, History of San Joaquin County (Los Angeles: Historic
Record Co., 1923), p. 38. A. L. Kroeber, who studied the Miwok Indians wrote
that they were not war-like. In fact, they went to extremes to avoid conflict.
(Handbook of the Indians of California, Bureau of Ethnology, Bulletin 78.
(Washington: Government Printing Office, 1925.).
3 John Charles Fremont, Geographical Memoir Upon Upper California (Washington, D. C.: Wendell and Van Benthuysen, 1848), p. 13.
1

Harmony Grove Church today stands
"alone and forlorn," with gothic
windows boarded up, yet retaining
some of its New England charm. At
right the author inspects the corner
stone, which was laid in 1859.
~
I

David Staples came directly to the "Rio de los Mukelumnes" and settled,
as he wrote later in his memoirs to the historian Bancroft, on "the place [that]
was supposed to have been given to Tom Smith, an Englishman, in 1844. John
Laird bought it of him and I bought out his right and decided to make it my
home and live permanently there." 4 Staples established a trading post, a toll
ferry, a school, and the Staples' Crossing Post Office on his land. 5 He donated
a site near his settlement and here was built the Harmony Grove Methodist
Church beside a burial ground. 6 Later the village of Lockeford, about two miles
to the east, grew with D. J. Locke's encouragement and the population gradually
shifted from Staples' Crossing to Lockeford. Eventually the church would be
left standing alone and forlorn.
D. J. Locke came to the Lockeford area after he tired of life in mining
camps. In 1851, he purchased 350 acres from Staples, which he and his brothers,
Elmer and George, developed. 7 In 1854, D. J. Locke traveled to the East and
returned with Delia Marcella Hammond, a former student, as his wife. 8 It is
from her faithful diaries, along with David Staples' memoirs, that we learn the
origins of the Harmony Grove Church.
In early years of the settlement, the pioneers were visited by circuit riders
of various churches, who preached wherever convenient. Mrs. Locke told in
her diary that, "on some occasions, two ministers were present on the same
Sunday in which case the services would run consecutively, most people staying
for both." 9 Rev. H. B. Sheldon, appointed to the Methodist Calaveras Circuit
in 185 3, preached at the Staples ranch when in the Lockeford area. 10 David
4

5

6

7
8
9

David J. Staples, Statements of Incidents and Information on California during
the First Years when She Became an Integral Portion of the United States, as
made by David J. Staples for Bancroft Library; bound handwritten manuscript,
1878, p. 9.
George H. Tinkham, op. cit., p. 95.
Alonzo Phelps, A.M., Contemporary Biography of California Representative
Men, (San Francisco, 1882) Vol. II, p. 341.
- -An Illustrated History of San Joaquin County, California (Chicago: Lewis
Publishing Co., 1890), p. 341.
Mrs. D. M. Locke, diaries for the year 1855 to 1918; Vol. I, June 1855.
Ibid., Vol. III, 30August 1857.

Green-print wallpaper still clings to old plaster. Brush
growing around windows tells its story of the long neglect.

Staples described one of his visits in his memoirs, with an eye for specific details:
My wife and Mrs. Holman established the first Sunday school . .. The first
sermon was preached under a tree in our back yard by H. B. Sheldon and out of this
was the commencement of the first brick church Methodist Episcopal.ll

As Staples' handwritten account is somewhat ambiguous, we can only
assume that he meant the desire for the building arose at the time Sheldon
preached ( 1853) because the actual building was not started until 1859. The
membership was formally organized in the winter of 1855 by Rev. M. C. Briggs,
Presiding Elder of the district, and Rev. Sharp, pastor of the church at lone
City, who had for some time been preaching in Lockeford.12
Three persons formed the original congregation, with two more joining
shortly after to make a Methodist society of five. 13 David Staples settled the
problem of where to build the church when he donated ten acres of the Harmony
Grove section of his land for a church, parsonage, and cemetery. The cemetery
Mrs. May Wakefield, The Methodist Church, an unpublished paper written in
1912, in the possession of Mrs. Edna Pierce, Lockeford, Calif.
11 David J. Staples, lac. cit.
12 Mrs. May Wakefield, lac. cit.
13 Ibid.
10
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was later divided into three parts: Methodist, Catholic, and Odd Fellows. Mrs.
Locke described the beginning of the cemetery:
Because of the large plot of land around the brick church, it was decided by the
community to establish a cemetery at the place, for up to that time, all funerals and
burials had to be conducted by the families concerned with the help of neighbors as
best they could. With the burial of a year-old girl at the Harmony Grove site, the
development of that area as a cemetery was begun.14

In 1859, C. W. Curry served the Lockeford circuit, and helped promote
building the church. The foundation was laid before winter and the Methodists
continued with the help of other denominations until May 18, 1859, when the
corner stone was laid. 15 The church seems to have been intended to be a union
church, but evidently the community concensus was that it should be Methodist.
D. J. Locke, a Congregationalist, probably donated the bricks for the building,
as he controlled the brick works of the area. 16
Mrs. Locke described the laying of the cornerstone in her diary :
At eleven o'clock the corner-stone of the Methodist church was laid. Addresses
were delivered by Rev. Dr. Peek, Elden Owen, Mr. Hill and some packages of the
newspapers of the day were deposited in a box in a place left for it in the large piece
of granite called the corner-stone. Also some pieces of coin in present use were
deposited there and some documents relative to the church and Sabbath school.17

The church was finished and dedicated June 30, 1863. Rev. J. B. Blain
delivered the dedicatory prayer and preached the morning discourse, while
Rev. H . C. Bensen, D.D. delivered a sermon in the afternoon. 18
Mrs. Locke's diaries told that the Ladies' Library Association voted not
over twelve dollars to the purchase of a Bible and hymn book for the pulpit of
the new Methodist church, to be presented at the dedication. 19 Library books
were also taken from the schoolhouse where the congregation had been meeting
and given to the church. The library books were a gift of the North Abdington
Sunday School, which was Mrs. Locke's home church. Bookcases were made
and presented to the Sunday School by Superintendent Benjamin Wallace20
The building cost $6,000 but at dedication there was a debt of $2,000.
For years the ladies held festivals and lecturers were imported to raise funds;
finally direct appeals were made to wipe away the debt. 21
In 1865, Rev. J. Daniel was sent to the charge. In 1866-7, Rev. Wassen
Oliver served Lockeford, and during the second year of his service, he held a
14

Mrs. D. M. Locke, op. cit., Vol. IV, 8 February 1860.

15 Mrs. May Wakefield, Zoe. cit.

16 Edward M. Locke, personal interview November 23, 1952 by Robert H. Bahnsen
in A Half-Century of Lockeford, California, a thesis for Master of Arts Degree
in History, at the University of the Pacific, 1953, p. 66.
17 Mrs. D . M. Locke, op. cit., Vol. IV, 18 May 1859.
18 Mrs. May Wakefield, Zoe. cit.
19 Mrs. D. M. Locke, op. cit., Vol. IV, 5 June 1861.
20 Mrs. Edna S. Pierce, The Congregational Church of Lockeford, an unpublished
paper, written in 1962, in the possession of Edna Pierce, Lockeford, Calif.
21 Mrs. May Wakefield, Zoe. cit.
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religious revival during which many people joined the church. One of the
immediate results of this revival, however, was the organization and erection
of the Congregational church in Lockeford. 22
Mrs. Richard A. Bolt, of Berkeley, a granddaughter of Lockeford settlers,
relates some of the early happenings in the church, including the marriage of
her parents, Rebecca Arthur Tretheway and Henry French on Christmas Day,
1876. The ceremony was performed by Dr. Wesley Dennett, the Presiding
Elder. A chicken dinner was held in the church after the wedding, and every
family brought much food and even linen tablecloths and napkins. About 200
friends shared the feast-a very happy affair and of special interest because
Henry had come from Cornwall, England, to marry his childhood sweetheart.
They had written to each other for ten years, and when he reached America he
settled in San Jose to be near Rebecca who was a student in the University of
the Pacific, then located in that city. They were married in the Harmony Grove
Church because Rebecca's family had settled in the Lockeford area and were
active in the church. 23
In an autobiographical sketch of her life, Nellie Starr Hanson, whose
husband was the minister of the church at the time of the wedding, described
her life in Lockeford:
We were married in Santa Clara Methodist Church on Christmas evening,
1873, and left at once for our new appointment in the Lockeford area, the Harmony
Grove Church. There we met some of the finest people we ever knew. One of them
was Sister Hartwell with whom we lived until a parsonage was built for us from an
old store building . . . The Thretheway [sic] Family also were fine ... Father
Tretheway was a native of Cornwall, England, as were all of his children. He had
come to California to provide opportunities for his children, who proved worthy of
his care. When we met them George and Elizabeth (two children) had homes of
their own .. . Rebecca was the housekeeper and homemaker. I loved her for her
youthful Christian graces ... We were able to inspire her to enter the University of
the Pacific, our Alma Mater. There were Annie and Amy, lovely singers, very
anxious for the church to buy an organ which thus far had been prohibited for some
reason.24

Polly, the sister to Amy and Annie, also sang as did most Cornish people.
Her death from diptheria in July of 1877 was a great sorrow to the Methodists.
The California Christian Advocate carried a lengthy obituary of Polly.2s
In 1873, the fourth quarterly meeting of the Methodist Conference decided
that Lockeford should become a separate charge. Rev. E. Smith is recorded as
the pastor from 1879 to 1882,26 when, C. V. Anthony told in Fifty Years of
Ibid.
Mrs. Richard A. Bolt, "Some of the early members of the Harmony Grove Methodist Church," a letter to Carole Mehlhaff, March 10, 1966. (Mrs. Richard A.
Bolt, 2954 Linden Avenue, Berkeley, California).
24 Ibid.
25 Ibid. The issue of the California Christian Advocate (first issued October 10,
1851) has not been located.
26 Mrs. May Wakefield, lac. cit.
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Methodism, Silas Belknap was charged with the Lockeford circuit. 27 Belknap
promoted the building of another Methodist church in Lockeford, as Harmony
Grove Church was now a mile out in the country and inconvenient for the people
to reach. Mrs. Locke recorded the idea for a new church in her diary:
The ·Methodists are talking of giving up their brick church, and of building a
new church in Lockeford. To this end they have this day applied to the Dr. for a
building lot which the Dr. will freely give them,28

The new church was formally dedicated in 1883. While it was being built,
the Methodists and the Congregationalists held union Sunday School services,
and when it was finished, the little brick church, which had served the congregation well for twenty years, was abandoned.29
The people that settled in Lockeford were more or less typical California
pioneers. They did not forget their religious heritage, as we have seen, nor did
they forget the architecture they had known in the East. The Harmony Grove
Church was built by local inhabitants, who interpreted what they had seen in
New England into form with local materials. Its simple shape is reminiscent of
the worship places of the early colonists, yet its Gothic Revival style shows an
awareness of the contemporary trend in New England architecture. It is a
tangible record of a cultural migration.
In 1965, this historic structure was threatened with destruction. The
Methodist Conference of California and Nevada had sold the building and
property to a local contractor, who planned to erect homes where the church
stands. The residents of Lockeford and nearby Lodi, disturbed by the imminent
destruction, circulated a petition of protest which was presented to the County
Board of Supervisors. Aided by a lawyer, they convinced the Board there was
good reason not to issue a building permit for intended homes. 30 Moreover,
they persuaded the Board to purchase the building and grounds for preservation
as an historic landmark of San Joaquin County. 31
How this community saved the church may encourage civic-minded people
elsewhere. We do not need to stand by helplessly when so-called Progress
threatens to obliterate evidences of our cultural heritage and of the great
American Dream. 32
We should remember Carl Sandburg's warning in Remembrance Rock:
"If America forgets where she came from, if the people lose sight of what
brought them along, if she listens to the deniers and mockers, then will begin
the rot and dissolution."
27
28

29
30
31
22

C. V. Anthony, Fifty Years of Methodism-A History of the Methodist Episcopal
Church (San Francisco: Methodist Book Concern, 1901), p. 215.
Mrs. D. M. Locke, op. cit., Vol. V, 5 March 1867.
Bahnsen, op. cit., p. 122.
Stockton Record, January 19, 1966.
Stockton Record, February 2, 1966.
"The American Dream" is a term put into almost folklore usage by James Truslow Adams' Th e Epic of America (Boston : Little, Brown, and Co., 1931), pp.
198, 404-05, 410-16.
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JEDEDIAH SMITH
Meets Indians and Vice Versa
By FREDERICK C. GALE
spent almost all of his life associated with the American
Indian. Having been born in the Susquehanna Valley of Southern New York,
he probably aquaintance with the Iroquois, a tribe which had been placed on
a reservation during the American Revolution. Knowledge of other Indians
was gained when Dr. Titus Gordon Vespasian Simons, a physician and friend
greatly respected by Jedediah, presented him with a book on the Lewis and
Clark expedition. 1 Smith read widely. His own incomplete Journal refers quite
casually to writers who reported on the Sioux, Omahas, and Poncas. 2 But his
information about Indians acquired during the first twenty-three years of his
life was slight compared to what he would learn from personal experience
during the next nine.
He would fight many engagements with red men, lose many friends and
associates in battles, and finally would himself die at the hands of the Comanches.
But J edediah was a strong God-fearing man, and I doubt that he ever hated
anyone, including Indians. Nowhere in his Journal or in contemporary writings
about him do I find a trace of hate.
Of all the tribes J edediah encountered, the Sioux apparently impressed
him most. He wrote in his Journal, "The distant appearance of these lodges,
when many Indians are encamped together, cannot fail of pleasing. Clustered
together with their yellow sides and pointed tops, the children playing around
in the intervals between them, the men going out or coming in from hunting, The
horses feeding on the neighboring prairae, the dogs (of them are great numbers)
sleeping or playing in the sun or shade, the squaws at their several Labors and
the boys at their several sports. These . . . would almost persuade a man to
renounce the world, take the lodge and live the careless, Lazy life of an indian." 3
He had found them uncorrupted by the white man, a strong and feared
tribe, and of high moral character. Regarding this latter attribute, Jedediah had
noted during his stay with the Sioux that no brave had offered a wife or sister

· JEDEDIAH SMITH

Dale L. Morgan, Jedediah Smith and the Opening of the West (Indianapolis :
Bobbs-Merrill Co., 1953) p. 25. Also see Maurice S. Sullivan, The Travels of
Jedediah Smith, A Documentary Outline Including th e Journal of the Great
American Pathfinder (Santa Ana : Fine Arts Press, 1934), p. 3. (This is the first
printing of Smith's Journal, commonly known as Travels.) Smith remarks that
the Upper Mississippi "has been well described by Lewis & Clark, therefore any
observations from me would be superfluous."
2 Travels, p. 9.
3 Ibid, pp. 4-5.
1
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Unlike most trappers, Smith was
clean shaven. But no authentic portrait
exists, so the artist who did this sketch for
Triplett's Conquering the Wilderness
(also featured on the cover of this issue)
added a modish moustache of the 1880s.

to him as a bedfellow, a custom of hospitality common to many Indian tribes. 4
One must remark and applaud Jedediah Smith for his high moral character.
Researchers and historians have noted, and on occasions have emphasized, that
he did not swear, was never intoxicated, nor cohorted with women. Living with
the rough and tough Mountain Men as he did, and not partaking of their follies,
is an attribute of the highest order.
Of the many tribes that Jedediah met the two most outstanding as troublemakers were the Crows and the Blackfeet. The Crows because of their habitual
antics of thievery and the Blackfeet for their continued fighting with white men.
The Crows had always shown a friendly disposition toward the whites.
They rarely, if ever, killed a trapper, principally because they believed that he,
the trapper, couldn't come back and they, in turn, would lose another opportunity
to steal from him. With the Crow Indian it was a matter of pride to steal. Many
instances have been recorded in which the Crows had run off the white man's
horse or had taken his traps and equipment only later to restore it to its owner
for a reward. It was an accepted mode of life.
The Crows were a remarkable people. They taught their children to ride
a horse at the earliest possible age. Infants were placed on the cradleboard
which was hung from a saddle and the horse turned loose to follow the tribe.
Later when a baby could sit up, it was tied on to a saddle and by the time a
Crow child was four years old it could ride alone and guide the horse.
Crow women were highly skilled in the domestic arts. Their lodges were
the largest, best constructed and the exterior designs were among the best to
be seen. Moreover, Crow women were known to be very partial to the white
man. Jedediah spent the Winter of 1823 with the Crows and apparently enjoyed
the stay. When he left in February of 1824 to attempt the crossing of the Wind
River Mountains, the Crows tried to dissuade him from leaving the tribe.s
Traveling through Blackfoot territory was a major problem for the white
man, particularly during the first half of the 19th century. Many scalps from
trappers hung in the lodges of the Blackfeet, which included friends and associates
See Morgan, op. cit., p. 312; also Alson J. Smith, Men A gainst the Mountains,
Jedediah Smith and the South West Expedition of 1826-1829 (New York: John
Day Co., 1965) , pp. 42, 272. Thomson and West's History of Nevada states the
"noted mountaineer Smith" journeyed down the Humboldt River which "was
named Mary's River by him, after his Indian wife"-clearly mistaking Smith for
Peter Skene Ogden who did just that.
5 Morgan, op. cit. pp. 86-90.
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of Jedediah. Not satisfied with killing and scalping, the Blackfoot Indian
frequently mutilated his victim. If a member of a raiding party had a brother,
son or close relative killed by the enemy, he would mutilate the body of any
enemy he killed on a raid as part of his revenge.
It was quite common to cut off the hand of the enemy, pierce a hole in it,
pass a cord through the hole and tie the trophy to the bridle of his horse. During
a later scalp dance the hand was carried as a symbol implying that revenge had
been taken for the loss of his relative. A victim that was considered a bitter
enemy of the tribe was cut into small pieces and carried about on poles in camp.
At the scalp dance each squaw would carry a pole with a dangling scalp, followed
by the warriors arrayed in their best attire. The dance was little more than a
march in quick tempo to the music of a song familiar to the dance. The dance
frequently was kept going, with intervals of rest, for twelve to fourteen days.
The first major hostile contact that Jedediah had with an Indian tribe was
in the Summer of 1823 with the Arikaras, often known as the Ree Indians.
Working as a hired hunter for General Ashley's fur company, Jedediah was
assigned the task to guard a small herd of horses that Ashley had recently
received in trade from the Arikaras or Rees. While additional negotiations
were going on with Chief Bear and Chief Little Soldier, the General had the
feeling that trouble was about to erupt in the Ree villages. Exactly what sort
Ashley did not know until Chief Little Soldier, in a very friendly manner,
informed him that the Rees would attack before his departure. Sometime after
midnight on June 1, an uproar broke out in the village; someone had killed a
member of Ashley's party, a fellow named Aaron Stephens.
The furor in the Ree village continued until dawn, and just before daybreak
one of the Rees approached close enough to the party to shout that if the
traders would let him have a horse, he would bring out the body of Stephens.
The horse was given, but the Rees had pulled out the eyes, cut off the head, and
mangled the body beyond recognition. All of a sudden, a fusillade of musket
balls whistled out from the Rees' breastwork. J edediah and those with him dove
behind the horses. Apparently the firing power was so severe that within a few
moments most of the animals were killed or wounded, and also a number of
men. J edediah called for the two keelboats to come to shore and rescue them,
but the Creole boatmen refused to go anywhere near the firing.
The position of the shore trading party had become untenable. The Rees
were advancing and finally the remaining shore party took to the water in hope
of swimming the ninety feet out to the keelboats. Some of them made it. Others
were shot down on shore. The entire action lasted but fifteen minutes.
John Neihardt, in his The Splendid Wayfaring, describes this action dramatically. In part Neihardt writes, "Joe Gardner was dead and David Howard
and George Flagler would never see St. Louis again. Anger at the sight of their
comrades falling about them had served to steady the band, and all now were
fighting like veterans. Thilless, the black man, with a bullet hole through both
legs, was busy loading and firing from a sitting position, cheerily announcing to
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his comrades, now and then, 'They ain't killed this niggah, yet!' Old Hugh
Glass, bleeding from a hip wound was plying the warrior's trade in a cool,
methodical manner, always watching for an Indian's head to appear above the
pickets or the patch of broken ground before pressing the trigger." 6
Of Jedediah's role in this ordeal a friend wrote some nine years later: "When
his party was in danger, Mr. Smith was always among the foremost to meet it,
and the last to fly; those who saw him on shore at the Riccaree fight in 1823 ,
can attest to the truth of this assertion." 7
Most of J edediah's fighting with the American Indians occurred in small
skirmishes with scouting parties or renegade groups. He was, without a doubt,
a peace-loving man and would fight and kill only when forced to do so. He
deplored mutilation and would have no part of scalping. This fact is illustrated
very well when he, in the company of a Frenchman named Baptiste, came upon
an Indian scouting party. When the fight was over, Jedediah's main thought
was to claim the Indian ponies; while Baptiste's main thought was scalping.
When J edediah saw Baptiste wiping three dripping scalps on the grass, he
remarked, "It's bad enough to be forced to kill, but this is a heathen practice." 8
Considering his strong religious beliefs and practices, and his fondness for
life and his fellow man, whether white, black, or red, it is reasonable to assume
that J edediah must have felt a great disappointment with the Mojave Indians
during his second trip to Southern California in 1827.
During his first trip in 1826, he spent fifteen days among them; his hosts
were cooperative and friendly. With the help of one of the Mojaves named Francisco, he learned of the nearness of the San Bernardino Mission. But one year
later Jedediah was to experience a massacre second only to the Ree encounter.
He lost ten men and two women in the Mojave attack. In his Journal
Jedediah writes of the aftermath: "After weighing all the circumstances of my
situation as calmly as possible, I concluded to again try the hospitality of the
Californians. I had left with my party on the Appelamminy [Stanislaus River]
a quantity of Beaver furs and if the Governor would permit me to trade, and I
could find any person acquainted with the value of furs, I might procure such
supplies as would enable me to continue my journey to the North. But . .. I
was yet on the sand bar in sight of My dead companions and not far off were
some hundreds of Indians who might in all probability close in upon us and with
an Arrow or Club terminate all my measures for futurity ."9
During his nine years as a hunter, trapper, and business partner, Jedediah
John G. Neihardt, Th e Splendid Wayfaring (New York : Macmillan Co., 1920),
pp. 51-57. This was Smith's first biography. It has been superseded by others
benefitting from further research, notably Morgan, op. cit.
7 From "Captain Jedediah Strong Smith: An Eulogy of That Most Romantic and
Pious of Mountain Men, First American by Land into California," in the
Illinois Magazine, June, 1832, reprinted as "Appendix C" in Alson J. Smith,
op. cit., p. 311.
8 Neihardt, op. cit., p. 69 .
9 Travels, p. 30.
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fought the Rees or Arikaras along the Missouri River, the Blackfeet of the
Rocky Mountains, the Mojaves on the Colorado, and the Mokelumnes in
California, but he had lived in peace with the Crows, the Snakes, the Bannocks,
the Flatheads, and the same Mokelumnes he had fought.
The Flathead Indian deserves special mention because Jedediah found
Christianity among this breed. During his stay with Flatheads during the
Winter of 1824, he remarked that they were well made, slender, and possessed
faces like a sheen of new copper. More important, however, to Jedediah was
the fact that the Flatheads devoutly asked a blessing on their meat and worship the Christian God. He found out that Iroquois from the vicinity of Mon-treal had come among the Flatheads and intermarried, bringing Christianity.
This interested Jedediah for he always carried a Bible and Wesleyan Hymnal
in his saddle bags. These two books, it is recorded, were his constant companions and at a resting spot were his sole comfort.
During his brief visit with the Flatheads, Jedediah met their chief, Ignace
La Mousse, and at night great hymn singing took place. 10 He was asked if he
knew the Black Robes, or Jesuits, but what his reply was is not known. However, the desire by the Flatheads for a mission was so strong that within several
years they not only had one, but eventually had as their religious mentor,
Pierre Jean De Smet. 11
The general attitude of J edediah Smith toward the Indian was one of
friendliness. He made a treaty with the Utes at Utah Lake and on the Sevier
River near San Pete he made friends and traded with the Sanpets. During his
Southwest travels he had numerous encounters, mostly friendly, with Indians
he called Pautches; we know them as Piutes. Jedediah proved many, many
times during his travels that, unlike some of his white contemporaries and
successors, he tried to treat the Indian kindly.
Jed certainly met the Indians: What about the "vice versa"?
To my knowledge, as yet nothing in the form of oral traditions, writings,
or hieroglyphics has come to light to indicate the Indian's opinion of Jedediah
Smith. But for what it may be worth, I suggest research in two sources still in
existence that may uncover interesting material. Source number one: the Sioux
"winter counts." Source number two: artifact material from the Flathead
Indian of Northwest Montana. Very few Indians recorded their history, but
those two tribes by signs and symbols, did keep some records.
J edediah stands as a great living legend of America to white men, but I
have strong doubts that this is shared by the American Indian!
10

11

Four Flatheads arrived in St. Louis in 1832 seeking the "White Man's Book of
Heaven," an event reported in Christian Advocate and Zion's Herald, January
19, 1833. The possibility that this resulted from seeds planted by pious Jedediah
Smith is noted by Edwin Legrand Sabin in Kit Carson Days (New York: Press
of the Pioneers, 1935), pp. 217-18. For discussion see Alson J. Smith, op. cit.,
pp. 227-28.
Father De Smet, 1801-73, was a native of Belgium but traveled widely in the
West founding missions among Indians. He is said to have advised Brigham
Young on where his Mormons could settle.

Diggings Petering
Out - Picturesque
California, John
Muir, ed . , 1894.

'CAMP'
- A Ghost Town in the Making
THE P-H SCRAPBOOK: No.2
Readers of THE PACIFIC HISTORIAN are invited to send
articles or chapters of forgotten writings which illuminate
history of the West. This month's instalment for the P-H
Scrapbook is a reprint of "Camp" by Prentice Mulford in
The Overland Monthly for May, 1871. It was proposed by
Dr. Richard Coke Wood, of Stockton, California- Ens.

THE "CAMP" of 1850 was flush, lively, flourishing, and vigorous; buildings
growing, claims yielding richly, dust at a dollar a pinch for currency, monte,
faro, and fandango. The "Camp" of 1870 is quiet, sleepy, shrunken, poor,
"gone in," "gone up." We speak of"Camp" as it is and has been, say, since 1863.
After the first harvest of gold in California came the harvest of individuality.
In "Camp," as it were in one household, met men from the North, the South,
the East, the West, and from every f1ation of Europe. In 1857, or thereabout,
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the excitement attendant on the first flush of the gold discovery had abated;
many men were lying on their oars, knowing hardly what to do; their natures
rebelled against further continuance of the toiling and exhausting miner's life;
they demanded more employment for mind, and less for muscle. So, some took
to law, some to medicine, some to theology, some to politics; and many, who
had no idea for what purpose they had been fashioned, to mischief. "Camps"
contained two classes of people: the outsiders and insiders.
The outsiders were hard-working miners, dwelling around within a radius
of a mile or two, coming into "Camp" chiefly on Sunday, or perhaps for an hour
or so in the evening, to hear the gossip and read the papers. They constituted
the financial backbone of the country. It was their dust which still refreshed the
till of the trader and the saloon-keeper.
The "Camp" insiders were made up of more or less doctors, lawyers,
saloonkeepers, town or county officials, hotelkeepers, gamblers, one Expressagent, one stage-agent, one school-master, one postmaster, and a reserve of
clever fellows, with nothing to do, living along from hand to mouth, they
scarcely knew how. All these dwelt within a stone's-throw of the Expressoffice, which may be considered the proper nucleus of "Camp."
A "Camp" is disposed to combustibility; the hot summer sun, which beats
down steadily for six or eight months, so drying the shingles and clapboards
that a match will set them ablaze. For this reason there is a camp-watchman,
who walks up and down the street the whole night, clad in a great-coat and
carrying a big cane; stopping occasionally at the "Riffle," to watch the progress
of a poker-game, and with familiar audacity taking a quarter from the "pot,"
as it lies on the table, to treat himself at the bar. The camp-watchman has many
little responsibilities. He calls up the Express-agent for the early morning
stage; and as the heavy Concord coach thunders over the bridge at the farther
end of "Camp," the two commence the exercises of the day with early morning
bitters at the "Union"-always accessible to them, at night, by private, back
passage-way to the bar. He keeps a strict watch on all suspicious nocturnal
movement. He knows and reports who goes in and out at unseemly hours. He
knows when every bedroom lamp should be extinguished. He knows when such
lamps ought not to be extinguished. He has many of the "Camp" secrets in his
possession. He ends his duties for the night by calling up the butcher. Before
the first streak of the summer morning's dawn the early candle flares in the place
of beef, pork, and mutton; the sound of saw grating through bone, of cleaver
upon the meat-block, falls short and sharp upon the sleeper's ear. The camp
watchman, like a bird of night, disappears, and is seen no more until late in the
afternoon. Then comes the dawn, and the front-doors of the "Magnolia" open
silently, and the half-dressed, frouzy-haired, unwashed proprietor is seen behind
his bar, putting down his dose of bitters, and stirring up the internal fires for
another day. The camp-butcher slips across the street for his dram. The Justice
of the Peace crawls out, and stands in his accustomed place before that barexactly where he has stood of a summer's morning at the same time for nineteen

From Covert Martin Collection of Photographs, Stuart Library of Western Americana.

Street scene at Sonora, lusty Mother Lode Camp, in 1853. Though
prosperity waned, it did not degenerate into ghost-towndom.

years past; and then the hot sun wearily rises above the horizon; the cool of
the dawn almost instantly gives place to a glow of heat, and these town worthies
say languidly to each other, "Another scorcher to-day." The mercury at
nine o'clock stands at 90° . At ten, it reaches 95 °; at eleven, 100° ; at twelve,
105 °; and until four or five o'clock, anywhere from that point to 115 ° or 120° .
By nine or ten the "Boys" commence working out. There are breakfasts
cooked in tenantless stores and offices. The "Camp" has passed its maximum
of greatness, and there are many empty buildings. In these the "Boys" drift as
naturally as the burrowing owl finds the ground-squirrel's hole in our arid
plains. Rents are very low, being little or nothing-generally, nothing. The
stove has seen better days; so has the crockery; one end of the house sometimes
furnishes fuel, the other shelter. The "Boys" number from two to four in a
mess; and all share in the labor of preparing breakfast. Each one has some
favorite duty. Smith's knack is that of slicing tomatoes; Sutton can fry potatoes
better than any man in the Southern Mines; Brown prides himself on Chile
stews, learned in South America, involving a strong application of red peppers;
Dan's forte is broiling steak. They are long and social meals; there is no business
to hurry one off; nothing to do save to wash up the dishes, light the pipes, and
then sit on the street in the shade of the locust-trees, talk over last night's game,
and watch dusty horsemen and jingling mule-teams plodding through "Camp."
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These are a keen set of men. Involuntarily their minds turn to the study
of human nature. When a stranger comes in their midst, they set to work and
analyze him and sift him down, until he is thoroughly known. Has he any special
weakness, it is discovered. These little, lazy "Camps" become select schools for
the study of character. New material wanting, they study each other. They know,
and comment upon, and relish each other's peculiarities. There is Green, a
tall, gaunt man from North Carolina-a man profoundly wise in ignorance.
Green cannot read. But he watches narrowly the newspaper as others read it;
he notes the location of stirring paragraphs which have been read aloud; he
fastens upon them with his thumb and finger, and then, awaiting his opportunity
until some unemployed bystander saunters into the "Magnolia," he knowingly
and triumphantly hands him the sheet, perhaps upside down, and remarks,
"Here, sir, read that!" Green's ruse lasts for years, and is often revived and
acted over, ever retaining all its original zest and freshness.
Idle men are more mischievous than idle boys. The inside modern California camp-life proves that. The natural inclination of its human nature seems
to be that of extracting all the amusement and comfort from the surroundings.
At least, we live up to that rule in "Camp." The simpleton, and the worthless
loafer, wandering reckless and aimless about the country, are taken in, fed,
clothed, and entertained, so long as they afford entertainment.
Judge T-- --, as he announced himself, was once found in "Camp" one
evening. No one knew who he was, or where he came from. His hat was battered; his garb seedy; he wore spectacles; and he made his debut by an unsuccessful attempt to negotiate with the saloon-keeper. The boys measured this
character instantly. One after another they wormed themselves into acquaintanceship; they heard his story; they became his friends; for three days Judge
T---- was the lion of "Camp;" he was well entertained; introduced with
distinguished consideration to all the leading men; flattered, praised, consulted
as to important matters; seated by the side of the Justice of the Peace during the
progress of an important mining suit; but on the fourth night, the end came.
Judge T----, in the centre of his circle of new and admiring friends , was
giving a lengthy opinion with regard to the political outlook, when the heavy
boots of his particular friend, the ex-Sheriff, were laid across his lap, as if it
were a common social habit of the country, and another pair of boots settled on
his right shoulder, and another on his left; and in five seconds he found himself
covered with boots. He arose, shook off the load, gave one reproachful look,
darted from the saloon, and was never afterward seen in that "Camp."
There are men in "Camp," also, not gregarious, living by themselves in
solitary cabins. These have been lone housekeepers for years, with fair prospects for remaining so. Middle age, hard labor, and hardship are stamped in
the lines on their faces and the silvery tinge on their beards . The young man
of twenty-five came to "Camp" in 1850. In 1870 he finds himself, at forty-five,
the owner of a rough cabin, crockery, one six-shooter, a month's provisions, an
indifferent wardrobe, perhaps a two-dollar-per-day claim: this is all he has to
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shoW for twenty years of life in California. He can not get out of "Camp." The
invisible, but strong threads of habit and old association keep him there. He
has mined a little, maybe held office, speculated, kept a saloon, been a rough
carpenter, worked in a quartz-mill; hied off to more or less new diggins-to
Fraser River, Arizona, Cariboo, Washoe; but finally drifts back to the old
"Camp," where he pulled up the virgin gold in the grass roots in 1849.
Sometimes, he becomes the last man in "Camp." Men, life, buildingsall, save the old log-hut, his dwelling, have disappeared. All about are the pits
digged in former days, but they are smoothed by the hand of Time, and overgrown with the thickly springing vegetation. There are great piles of bowlders,
heaped up years ago; but even in their interstices the weeds are springing. In
the gulches, the rivulet trickles faintly in summer, or rushes and roars, muddy
and turbid, in winter. The rugged mountains look down with the same stern
composure as they did upon the excited crowd who dug, and drank, and fought
in this ravine twenty-odd years ago. The "Last Man" rocks his cradle in the
silent gulch alone. He finds the remnant of a pay-streak here, a half-worked
crevice there, not worth attention in more prosperous times. He runs through
sluice or rocker two or three hundred buckets of dirt per day, gathers therefrom perhaps a dollar in fine dust, tramps wearily back to his lone cabin, cooks
his solitary supper, sits in his doorway, smokes his pipe, thinks of home, digs a
little in his garden, feeds his chickens, and goes early to bed. This, from day to
day, from year to year, varied only by an occasional visit to the nearest neighbor, some other "Last Man," a mile or two away, or a trip to "Camp" to purchase
provisions, is the life of "The Last Man in Dead Camp."
He ceased years ago to write home; Eastern friends and relatives have lost
all trace of him. The "Last Man" came here to make a fortune . He meant never
to return home without one. He has endured privation, hardship, loneliness; he
has worked, planned, fretted-and failed. He will not go home poor, and
wealth retires farther and farther in the distance. Yet he clings to the deserted
Bar: there he is at least still his own master, so long as the oft-turned, oft-dugover dirt will yield a dollar or two per day. Sometimes, he is not seen for days;
the house is barred and silent; they commence asking.
They break open the cabin: the "Last Man in Dead Camp" lies there: he
has taken his departure : the few remaining relics of 1849 bury him in the little
grave-yard on the red hill-side. Its fence is tumbling down; the wooden headboards lie prone to the earth, split, and the inscriptions erased by time, the sun,
the rain. One old, familiar sound is heard: the roar of the river below over the
rflle-roaring as it roared in the ears of the "Last Man," when in 1850, from the
brow of yonder hill he first caught sight of its glittering line, and the grating of
pebbles from a thousand rockers sounded like the din of a cotton-factoryroaring as it fell upon his dulled and dying ear, the last sound of earth-roaring
an eternal requiem in the long years to come, while in a far-away Eastern home
mother, wife, daughter, sister, still long, and wait, and weep, vainly hoping for
the return of the "Last Man of the Dead Camp."

The Personal Side of History
Informed speakers and appreciative listeners
mark nineteenth California History Institute.
By LELAND D. CASE
Director, California History Foundation

"THE TROUBLE with the human race is that each generation meets without
reading minutes of the previous meeting."
The wag who first said that-probably he was an ancient Greek philosopher
-would approve the California History Institute; each year it draws people to
the University of the Pacific campus to ponder the past. The nineteenth, held
Friday and Saturday, April 1 and 2, drew some 200 persons into its sessions
which were beamed to the "Biographical Approach to History," a theme charted
by three quotations in the printed program:
There is a history in all men's lives.
-William Shakespeare, 1564-1616
History is the essence of innumerable biographies.
-Thomas Carlyle, 1795-1881
The true test of civilization is, not the census, nor the size of cities,
nor the crops-no, but the kind of man the country turns out.
-Ralph Waldo Emerson, 1803-1882

This biographical approach was tasted, tested, then tried at the Friday
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Panelists setting the Institute keynote on "The Biographical
Approach to History:" Psychologist Wilfred M. Mitchell, Historian
J. Randolph Hutchins, and Sociologist Harold Stanley Jacoby .

luncheon session devoted to "Setting the Institute Keynote." A psychologist,
a sociologist, and a historian took turns at analyzing the impact of individuals
as doers and as recorders. Dr. Wilfred M. Mitchell, University of the Pacific
psychologist, told "What Makes a Man Stand Out?" Dr. Harold S. Jacoby,
sociologist and dean of the College of the Pacific, answered the question: "Why
Men Remember a Man?" Professor J. Randolph Hutchins, historian, ·grappled
with the core problem: "Do Men Make History or Vice Versa?" After reading
papers, the three joined in a forensic free-for-all. It was amiably refereed by
Dr. Robert E. Burns, president of the University of the Pacific, to the audience's
amusement as well as enlightenment.
Keynote set, the Institute moved into close-up examination of six personalities that stand tall on the Western horizon. Two were artists: Albert Bierstadt (1830-1902), and E. A. Burbank (1858-1949). Two are remembered
as explorer-entrepreneurs: Johann August Sutter (1803-1880) and Jedediah
Smith ( 1799-1831). Two won fame as writers: John Muir (183 8-1914) and
Eugene Manlove Rhodes (1869-1934) .
More of Bierstadt's luminous Western landscapes hang in the Haggin Art
Galleries than in any other in the world, and it was there that Director Stephen
A. Gyermek introduced Dr. Robert Neuhaus. Formerly with the DeYoung

America sang its way from
coast to coast with folksongs
-demonstrated by the
Mont H. Glissmeyers at the
banquet. Another touch
smacking of history was
the buffalo steak.

Speakers Neuhaus (Bierstadt), Kimes (Muir) , Hutchinson (Rhodes).

Memorial Museum of San Francisco, Dr. Neuhaus presently will culminate
years of research in a book on the German-born artist. He made it clear that
Bierstadt was a more versatile painter than many suppose because of the popularity of his wall-filling oils of Yosemite. Discussion brought out that Bierstadt
paintings fetch good prices and are becoming more valuable.
E. A. Burbank, a cousin of Luther, the famous botanist, lived many years
with Indians of various tribes as a documentary portraitist. A score of his
paintings also were on exhibit at the Haggin Galleries to illustrate a lecture by
his long-time friend , Herbert Hamlin, editor of the Pony Express. Though
unable to attend, Mr. Hamlin sent a collection of letters and other memorabilia.
Professor Richard Reynolds, head of the University of Pacific's art department,
adapted Mr. Hamlin's paper and gave his own views in a perceptive review of
Burbank's art and the distinctive competence possessed by artists who paint
portraits.
Johann August Sutter, the Swiss immigrant on whose land gold was discovered in '48, had top billing at the Friday banquet. The stage was atmospherically set for him by a buffalo-steak dinner and early Western folksongs
from a talented couple in costume, Mr. and Mrs. Mont H. Glissmeyer. Their
blending voices, accompanied by the dripping-honey twang of the guitar, entertained listeners and evoked the folk-creativity of emigrants facing the sunsetfrom those who burst through the Alleghenies, or rode flatboats and prairie
schooners across the plains, to those who finally reached the Shining Mountains
and the Pacific.
Dr. John Hawgood, of England's University of Birmingham, gave the
major address on "John August Sutter, the Man." Like his article in the
Winter issue of THE PACIFIC HISTORIAN, "General Sutter Writes A Letter,"
his speech was based upon Sutter correspondence with its wondrously fractured
syntax. Sutter's own words, as well as the speaker's deft interpretation, revealed
the man as vain and sometimes petty, yet with an ability to originate and organize and manage which in our day might have fitted him for high position in
business or state. Dr. Hawgood's address elicited an audience reaction rare for
historical papers: applause that continued until he finally arose and with a wave
of his hand, gestured appreciation.
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A discussion followed with these as panelists: Allan R. Ottley, librarian
of the California section of the California State Library at Sacramento; Dr. R.
Coke Wood, chairman of the social science division at San Joaquin Delta College and executive secretary of the Conference o~ Cal!fornia Hi~tori~al Societi~s ;
and Miss Carole Mehlhaff, student at the Umvers1ty of Cahforma at Davis.
J edediah Smith rode in for breakfast Saturday-rode in as historical figures
do, perhaps making their presence felt more dramatically than they did in real
life. It was the annual breakfast of the ten-year-old Jedediah Smith Society,
dedicated to that first American to cross overland to California. In the absence
of President Arthur W. Swann, now in Denver, Vice President Harvey Scudder
introduced Assistant Nevada State Archivist Frederick C. Gale, whose paper
was "Jedediah Smith Meets Indians and Vice Versa." Adapted to publication,
it appears as an article in this issue of the HISTORIAN.
The Fall rendezvous of the Jedediah Smith Society, it was announced, will
be held October 1 at the home of Dr. and Mrs. Robert E. Burns in the old
Mother Lode town of Columbia, now a California State Park. Elected president for 1966-67 was Warren Atherton, Stockton attorney and former National
Commander of the American Legion.
Attention shifted to Western writers at the Saturday forenoon session with
a three-phased presentation on the Scotch-born, Wisconsin-educated, world-

The!ohnMuirclanof northern California at the Institute: William Hanna,
John Hanna, Mrs . Noel Clark, Mrs. John Hanna, Walter Muir, Mrs.
Elizabeth Young, Mrs. Ross Hanna, Louise de Lipkau, and Ross Hanna.
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traveled, naturalist and author: John Muir. First came a speaker whose avocation is collecting Muiriana, William F. Kimes, assistant superintendent of the
Orange Coast Junior College District, talking on "John Muir, Man of Letters."
Next was "John Muir, Botanist and Geologist," by Dr. Carl Sharsmith, professor of botany at San Jose State College and Summer naturalist in Muir's
beloved Yosemite. A fitting climax was the lecture-illustrated-by-slides by
Mrs. Noel Clark, of Carson City, Nevada, "John Muir, My Granfather."
Speeches were followed by a panel discussion of the three, chaired by Dr. Clair
C. Olson, chairman of the University of the Pacific's department of English.
Mrs. Clark's presence highlighted an unusual feature. John Muir's
descendents living in Northern California had passed the word along, and four
grandchildren and two great-grandchildren with other relatives were presentproviding Muir collectors with a rare opportunity for autographs.
Eugene Manlove Rhodes, the renowned Western fictionist, attended the
University of the Pacific, class of 1890, but few University of Pacific students
today know it. Vice President Wallace B. Graves, who presided at the Saturday luncheon, facetiously remarked that Rhodes could be dubbed "UOP's
forgotten alumnus." Exception was taken by Bob Monagan, California legislator and president of the UOP alumni association, who had been seated at the
top table. "That designation may have been apt," he said. "From now on it is
not. Eugene Manlove Rhodes becomes our 'Remembered Alumnus'!"
Good grounds for UOP remembering Rhodes were cited in a whimsical
yet profound manner by W. H. "Hutch" Hutchinson, professor of history at
Chico State College, book reviewer for the San Francisco Chronicle, and wellknown biographer of Rhodes. His address was titled "Eugene Manlove Rhodes
-Pas6 por Aqui!" The Spanish portion, meaning "these have passed here,"
is from an inscription on El Morro, New Mexico cliff where travelers since
conquistador days have left their mark. Rhodes used the phrase as title of one
of his best known stories, which was among those discussed by "Hutch." To
draw the speaker further into Rhodesian bypaths the presentation was joined
by three question-minded panelists: Dr. Charles Clerc, assistant professor of
English at the University of the Pacific; Ferol Egan, whose master's thesis was
on "The Cowboy Novel" and who is now a successful student of and writer
about things Western; and Miss Carla Silberstein, English major student at the
University of the Pacific. The Rhodes programs closed the two-day Institute.
Distinguished guests represented a wide range, both of interests and
geography. One invocationist for example, Dr. Larry A. Jackson, is provost
of the new Callison College at University of the Pacific; two are Methodist
pastors-Myron Herrell, of Stockton, and Don M. Chase, of Jackson in the old
Mother Lode country; another was the Reverend John B. McGloin, S. J., professor of history at the University of San Francisco. Walter C. Frame, Sacramento attorney, officially presented the 130-member Conference of California
Historical Societies, of which he is president, and which had its annual meeting
in Burns Tower just prior to the Institute. Present also was the director of the

Presidents lay plans for 1967: Dr. Robert E. Burns,
California History Foundation, and Warren H. Atherton,
the newly chosen leader of the Jedediah Smith Society.

Westerners Foundation, Philip A. Danielson, of Belvedere, California, and
Evanston, Illinois. And beloved R. R. Stuart, former director of the Institute,
attended the business session of its sponsor, the California History Foundation,
reading a paper rich with humor and nostalgia.
Gracefully balancing the erudition of the formal program was the goodhumored sociability that flowed between sessions. It flowered in table decorations no less than in exciting conversation of old friends about new ideas. The
informal reception and tea at the Haggin Galleries was by courtesy of the
Junior Women's Group of the San Joaquin Pioneer and Historical Society, the
Board of Trustees, and its president, Mrs. Erma C. Robinson.
Hostesses during the Institute included Mrs. Robert E . Burns and Mrs.
Leland D. Case, the chairmen; and Miss Mary Bloom, Mrs. Malcolm Eiselen,
Mrs. Wallace B. Graves, Mrs. Myron Herrell, Miss Angeliene Homage, Mrs.
Harold S. Jacoby, Mrs. Larry Jackson, Mrs. Gerald D. Kennedy, Mrs. Cisco
Kihara, Mrs. Covert Martin, Mrs. Leonard O'Bryon, and Mrs. Walter Payne,
"We've now had nineteen Institutes," remarked Dr. Burns, their founder,
as this one neared its close. "Each has made a contribution to historical scholarship and dissemination of knowledge in that important zone of thinking and
fellowship where gown and town, professor and buff can meet and mingle. We
believe history, like charity, should begin at home-and are convinced that
history of our West has a meaning and a message for these times.
"Right now, we start plans to make our twentieth Institute the most
effective yet!"
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LOOKS AT WESTERN BOOKS
Our $7,000,000 Ice-Box
Exploration of Alaska, 18651900 by Morgan B. Sherwood
(New Haven: Yale University
Press, 1965); 10 maps and 41
illus., pps. 207, $6.50.
Reviewer: DoN RussELL, author, encyclopediast, and editor of
the Brand Books of the Chicago
Corral of The Westerners .
Exploration of Alaska was in
many ways different from the story
elsewhere in the United States. Fur
traders and missionaries contributed little to the knowledge of
geography, in comparison with
their importance from the Alleghenies to the Pacific. Alaska was
regarded as in deep-freeze, so private business had little incentive to
take a hand. However, one of the
first important expeditions after
1865 was sponsored by Western
Union, which planned a telegraph
line to Asia. Completion of the
trans-Atlantic cable made it unnecessary.
The Army was active, of course,
and Gen. Nelson A. Miles was especially interested in sending out
expeditions. Henry T. Allen made
one of the longest and most important-compared by miles with that
of Lewis and Clark. Edwin F.
Glenn was also notable. Both Allen
and Glenn became World War I
generals. Other federal agencies
conducting exploration were the
Coast and Geodetic Survey, Navy,
Revenue Marine, Census Office,
and the Geological Survey.
Other notable names appear.
Frederick Schwatka seems to have
been a better writer than he was
scientist. John Muir was an outstanding contributor, and Frederick Funston, of Spanish-American
War fame, headed an Alaska tour.
E. H. Harriman's luxurious excur-

sion of 1899 actually had scientific
value. Ivan Petroff, a left-over from
the Russian period, seems a figure
out of romantic fiction.
Alaska's Centennial comes up
in 1967, for it was in 1867 that
Secretary of State William H. Seward persuaded and cajoled the
United States into buying what is
now its largest state. The purchase
price for "Seward's Ice-Box" was
$7,200,000.

Pills, Patients and Pluck
Doctors of the American Frontier by Richard Dunlop (Garden
City, N. Y.: Doubleday & Co.,
1965); ilus., biblio., index, 228
pps, $4.95.
Reviewer: DR. GEORGE H. SANDERSON, orthopedic surgeon and
author, Stockton, Calif.
In writing Doctors of the American Frontier, Richard Dunlop has
produced a most entertaining little
book which I believe portrays a
feeling or spirit of the practice of
medicine in the time about which
it was written. It is fast-running
and pleasantly readable. However,
it slips from one episode or one
character to the next so easily it
does not provide an historical picture of any particular place. For
example, it contains very little
formal history, but it teems with
fantastic and eventful episodes and
stories.
Yet in this small book the author
does pack an enormous coverage in
both time and geographical area
giving the reader a definite feeling
for the type of character which developed action in the absence of
most of the medical knowledge so
commonplace today. Only a few
times did he mention incidents with
which I happen to have had previous acquaintance, but always
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with accuracy. I do not doubt,
there fore, that he has pursued his
rese a rch with a careful effort for
accur acy.
Railr oads Rumble Right Along

]966 American Railroad Journal
(Golden West Books, 1965); illus.,
index , 120 pp. $5.95.
S a nta Fe ... Steel Rails Through
california by Donald Duke and
Stan Kis~ler (Golden West Books,
1965); Illus., 184 pp., $10.00.
Reviewer: WILLIAM HANNA, student , University of the Pacific, and
a rai lroad history buff.
The 1966 American Railroad
1 our nal is a collection of articles
dealing with the history of American railroads placed in a hardbound periodical format which
allows it to be kept along with
other hard-bound volumes.
The articles, written by Donald
puke, Roger Valentine, Gerald M.
Best, et al, embrace a veried aspect
of railroad history. Included in the
collection are the following articles: "The Locomotive Engineer,"
"Two - Eight- Eight- Four," "Railroaders's Lingo," "Last of the Birneys," "America's First Main Line
Electrification," and "The Single
Drivered Steam Locomotive in the
West."
These are expertly written and
informative, designed to be of interest to historians as well as modelers . E ach article contains many
illustrations which would be of help
in superdetailing locomotives or
even of help in scratch building a
trolly pickup system. The article on
single drive wheel locomotives is
based mainly on the Central Pacific ' s "C. P. Huntington," but contains several photographs and tidbits of information on other locomotives of the same type.
In Santa Fe .. . Steel Rails
Through California, the authors

trace out the history of the Santa
Fe Railroad from its beginnings as
the Atchison & Topeka Railroad in
1858 to the Santa Fe of the 1950s.
Included in the history is the fight
for entrance into California, the
breaking of the Southern Pacific
monopoly of Central Valley trade,
and the rapid expansion of the
many lines which constituted the
Santa Fe network of trackage. It's
an interesting book from a railroad
enthusiast's point of view.
Excellent black and white photographs are incorporated as supplements to the text. They date from
the 1880s and include as subject
matter everything from engines to
station buildings. The wide range
in age of the pictures shows the
gradual growth and development
of the Santa Fe, as well as the state
of California.
Painter of Mountains

Thomas Moran, Artist of the
Mountains by Thurman Wilkins
(Norman: University of Oklahoma
Press, 1966. 315 pp., illus., biblio.,
index $7.95.)
Reviewer: STEPHEN A GYERMEK, director of Pioneer Museum
and HagginArt Galleries, Stockton,
Calif.
This book is not only an achievement rare among authors who write
biographies of artists, but also enjoyable reading. Instead of mere
evaluation, Wilkins gives the reader
a sensitive insight into life of the
late 19th century-with its artistic
trends and its controversies over
new influences from Europe and
the atmosphere in which one of the
greatest American landscapists developed and won acclaim.
One of a family of seven children,
Thomas Moran spent his early
years under the smoke filled skies
of Lancashire .textile mills. Poverty
forced the family to look for a
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better future in Philadelphia. Inspired by his brother Edward's
guidance, Thomas' apprenticeship
at an engraver's establishment and
encouragement of James Hamilton
were forceful influences in his early
development and led to his first
successes.
His admiration for the works of
Turner took him back to England
several times, while the magnificence of the American West's rugged mountains and unspoiled nature
made him an avid traveler. As the
19th century illustrated magazines
and the developing railways relied
greatly on sketches for engravings
and lithographs, Moran was frequently commissioned to accompany expeditions to explore the
wonders of this great continent.
Thomas Moran soon became one
of the most sought after illustrators;
his keen power of observation and
well trained memory enabled him
to use his field sketches for the
magnificent canvases which made
him in a relatively short time the
most acclaimed landscapist in
America.
In his marriage to Mary (Mollie)
Nimmo, Moran found not only a
loving companion but also a fellow
artist who often shared with him
the hardships of travel in search for
new subjects. Later in life Mollie
successfully proved herself as manager of the renowned artist. Their
family life centered on the East
Coast. East Hampton became for
many years the haven where Moran
returned to work on the canvases
depicting the beauty of Yellowstone, the Sierras, Yosemite, Grand
Canyon, the Tetons, lakes, gorges,
and cascades . His view of Yellowstone were among the strongest
arguments in convincing Congress
to make that area a national park.
No wonder that Moran is often referred to as the father of the National Parks.

Through Wilkins' description, we
learn his human side-his sensitivity
towards criticism; his emotion
towards other artists and the new
developments in art; his sorrow and
depression which followed Mollie's
death in 1899; his tireless work in
his New York and East Hampton
studios, and later on the West
Coast. It was at Santa Barbara
that death took the 89 year old
Dean of American Painters .
Middle Border Circuit Riders

Circuit Riders of the Middle
Border by Historical Committee,
Matthew D. Smith chairman,
(Mitchell, So. Dak.: Dakota Wesleyan University, 1965); over 200
ilus., no biblio., no index, 320 pp.,
$5.00.
Reviewer: LELAND D. CASE,
archivist of the Western Jurisdiction Methodist Historical Society .
Circuit riding, long a tradition
among Methodists, continues in
South Dakota's hinterlands. Gone
are preachers, who held down
"points" circuits by horseback, and
their less sung successors, who
hopped freight trains on the rail
lines that preceded settlers. Now
if a preacher has more than one
"charge," he relies on his automobile. And that sums up this book's
story pertaining to the "circuit rider" part of its title. But what of the
"Middle Border?"
It was Hamlin Garland, the novelist, who popularized the term
which encapsulates a phase of
American history overlooked by
many historians. America had not
one but two great frontiers . The
better publicized one started along
the Atlantic seaboard and surged
West on a tide of flatboats and covered wagons. The other shaped up
along the Pacific Coast and in the
Southwest and was carried eastward by miners and cowboys and
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ranchers. These two frontiers met
and coalesced along the Missouri
River which bisects South Dakota.
There lies America's Middle
Border.
Circuit Riders of the Middle
Border is a pleasant relief from
church histories that stress statistical denominationalism. Imaginatively conceived and themed, it is
beamed to layman as well as pastor. Thanks to offset printing, illustrations abound. But, alas, it has
no index-an omission which will
limit its usefulness to the student
of Midwestern culture.
Fragrant Sagebrush Tea

History of Wyoming by T. A.
Larson (Lincoln: University of
Nebraska Press, 1965); illus., biblio., index, 579 pps. $6.95 .
Reviewer: DICK J. NELSON, 91 year old author and historian who
lives at San Diego and, he writes,
"I'm up and at 'em every day." His
Only a Cow Country was published
in 1951.
Lots of printer's ink has been
spread around about Wyoming,
but till now we have lacked a really
researched history. Now we have it.
Maybe readers will excuse that
"we," if they understand I'm still a
Wyoming cowboy and railroader at
heart. Our family moved to Crook
County when I was thirteen back in
'88. I lived in that country for 43
years and am still steeped in fragrant sagebrush tea. Yep, I was there
back in 1890 when Wyoming became a state-and, man! did we
celebrate!
So I kind of feel like sailing my
hat in the breeze and letting out a
whoop or two, now that my longtime friend Larson has done this
book. Here between two covers is
our story, from the beginning up
to right now. Ours is a state that has
about everything, except big cities

which we don't envy. Wyoming history brings in a passel of names you
know-Mountain Men like Jedediah Smith, Pony Express riders,
General Custer, the Hole-in-theWall gang, Teapot Dome, and Yellowstone Park which was carved
out of our northwest corner. And
we like to be up-to-date, too, a
tendency we started back in 1869
when we led the U.S.A. by giving
the vote to women.
Larson writes that he is indebted
to many folks for help in sorting
wheat from the chaff and straw.
Well, I think that obligation has
been pretty well cancelled out by
his History of Wyoming. Now, I'd
say we're in his debt.
Care & Feeding of Paintings

A Handbook on the Care of
Paintings by Caroline K. Keck
(Nashville : American Association
for State and Local History, 1965),
illus., appen., paperbound, 132 pp,.
$2.00.
Reviewer: RICHARD REYNOLDS,
professor of art, University of the
Pacific.
Overlooked by many is the fact
that colleges and universities,
churches and libraries, as well as
art departments in the smaller and
larger institutions of higher education, often own documentary and
aesthetic works of art that need
care.
Those who are charged with responsibility for such paintings often
need qualified help in giving priority order for conservation work,
as well as procedures for carrying
out repairs of a wide variety of
items. Grief and expense could be
avoided were such individuals to
forearm themselves with this excellent handbook. While intended
for institutions too small to have
conservators it can be valuable to
anyone who hangs paintings.
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ERRATUM DEV'LISH: Ifyour
copy of the Winter issue of THE
PACIFIC HISTORIAN reads "Vol. I"
we suggest you slash a line through
the "I" to make it "X" lest posterity be misled. How the typo
slip occurred will be elucidated
only by those who can explain
why gremlins linger in printshops.
Foofarah! That hurrah-ish spelling of the Mountain Man's word
fofarraw now has the blessing of
Western wordsmith Peter Tamony,
as you noted on pages 24-26.
Waugh! Just in time, too, for use
at the tenth annual Rendezvous of
the J edediah Smith Society. That
event will let loose Saturday, October 1, at the big-yard home of Dr.
and Mrs. Robert E. Burns at
Columbia, in California's Mother
Lode. Rare fare-perhaps an elk
luncheon-is promised. Many folks

THE

NINETEENTH ANNUAL CALIFORNIA
HISTORY INSTITUTE
APRIL

I,
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SIERRA VEGETABLE SOUP
HARDTACK BISCUITS

SHEEPHERDERS SALAD
WESTERN STYLE DRESSING
PRIM E MONTAtiA BUFFALO RIB STEAKS

will come in Western costume ....
For details write: Jedediah Smith
Society, University of the Pacific,
Stockton, California 95204.
EDWARD A. MILLIGAN, president of the North Dakota Historical Society, has evidence-not now
to be revealed-that CoRONADO was
led northward from Mexico in
1540 by rumors of gold at Cibola,
not in Kansas but in the Black
Hills of South Dakota. "Where else
in the Great Plains area," he asks,
"have nuggets been found?" Everyone of course will know why this
could not have been so-but maybe you have some evidence to support the Milligan thesis. Let us hear
from you if you do.
Human nature being what it is,
the most remembered feature of
the 19th annual California History
institute banquet, April 1, may be
the zesty buffalo steak. Prized souvenir of the event is the menu, a
joint creation of two down-east
Yankees newly come to the Coast.
They are PAUL FAIRBROOK and
THEODORE CoLE, in charge of UOP
food and printing, respectively.
Hailing from cramped Rhode
Island, they are impressed by California's spaciousness and vibrated
happily when an Institute speaker
assured listeners, "We have two
kinds of native sons-those who
were born here and those who here
were reborn!"
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Who can help us locate author
and source of this line: "What know
they of England who only England
know?" We'd like to theme it to
an article supporting the historian
GEORGE BANCROFT whose concept
\· of California-related history spread
!. from the Mississippi to Hawaii,

Mission tourists found
this ox cart of the type
that creaked up and down
the King's Highway, known to
Californians as El Camino Real.
Below: La Purisima, now
a popular state park.

from Alaska to Baja California. Incidently, as you may have noted,
it's a pattern now followed by THE
PACIFIC HISTORIAN.
All 21 of Alta California's old
Spanish Missions-with Tia Juana as
an extra-were on the schedule of
the California History Foundation's
19th (April 2-9) annual Missions
tour. It was conducted by Dr. and
Mrs. R. Coke Wood, and most of
the 39 members qualified for the
two hours of college credit offered

by the University of the Pacific.
Because of heavy advance enrollment, all seats were sold out weeks
in advance - which may lead to
booking an extra bus in 1967. Inquiries should be directed to DR.
ELLIOTT TAYLOR, University of the
Pacific, Stockton, Calif., 95204.
The best-or worst, if you prefer-pun on family nomenclature
we've ever heard is traditional in
the family of WALTER FRAME, Sacramento attorney and president of

the Conference of California Historical Societies. "My mother's
family were old line Whigs," he
says, "and if a first born was a boy
he always was 'HENRY CLAY.'
When I arrived my father balked
at 'HENRY' but my middle name
became CLAY. This resulted in bad
high-school jokes about my having
not only feet but a frame of clay."
JEDEDIAH SMITH's employee relations and his enlightened treatment of Indians were related in a
paper at the bicentennial celebration of American Methodism at
Baltimore,Md.,April21-24. A filmstrip authored by LELAND D. CASE
and voiced by LOWELL THOMAS
features various Western personalities including ANNA MARIA LEE,
who died in childbirth during the
absence of her husband JASON,
pioneer Oregon preacher. Bicentennial information may be secured
THE HISTORY CALENDAR

June 16-18-Annual meeting, Conference of California Historical
Societies, Santa Barbara, Calif.
October 1-Tenth Annual Jedediah
Smith Society Rendezvous for
"The Year of the Big Beaver,"
Robert E. Burns Home, Columbia, Calif.
October 13-15 -Fifteenth Annual
Northern California- Southern
Oregon Symposium, Yreka,
Calif.

from DR. ALBEA GoDBOLD, Lake
Junaluska, N.C., 28745.
A man from Maine is a Maniac,
of course, who instead of ideas has
idears. This recollection helped
historian DR. JOHN HASKELL KEMBLE, of Pomona College, unkink a
problem. In an early manuscript he
found repeatedly appearing the
place-name "San Homer." He
knew of no camp or town so
named, nor did it show up on any
gold-rush map. "San Homer," he
said aloud to himself "San-San
Homer" -and the answer came.
The man was writing of Sonoma!
At the top of this page we share
a letter. It has unity, coherence,
emphasis-and a phrase appropriate
for Spring: So long!

-~~e~~ -October 13-15-Western History
Association, El Cortez Hotel, El
Paso, Texas.
October 19-Annual business
meeting, Historical Society of
Southern California, Los Angeles County Museum.
Fe bruary 1967-Ninth Annual
Southern California Symposium,
Long Beach, Calif.
June 15-16, 1967-Conference of
California Historical Societies
Thirteenth Annual Meeting,
Oroville, Calif.

AN INVITATION
TO LI BRARIES
Subscribers: Most persons who receive
TH E PACIFIC HISTORIANdosoasmembers of one of the three sponsoring
organizations (see overleaf!. But it is
also available to libraries on a conventional billing basis. The annual subscript ion price is five dollars.

Indexes: Miss Hilda E. Bloom has twice
expertly prepared "Cumulative In dexes" - first in 1961 for Volumes I
through V; again in 1964 for Volumes
VI through VIII. These make old numbers of TH E PACIFIC HISTORIAN read ily useful in research. They are priced
at one dollar apiece.

Back Files: Complete sets are available
for the nine full volumes of TH E
PACIFIC HISTORIAN from 1957
throug h 1965. There are 36 issues in
all. The price is $35 for a complete
set (a few early issues may be xeroxed!. Included are the two "Cumula tive Indexes." Individual back copies
are priced at one dollar apiece.

T H E P A C IFI C

H i S TO RIAN

University of the Pacific
Stockton, California 95204

Sponsoring Organizations
California History Foundation: Shortly after inauguration as

President of the University of the Pacific in 1947, Dr. Robert
E. Burns, himself a historian, started the California History
Foundation. First director was the late Dr. Rockwell D. Hunt,
previously Dean of the Graduate School of the University of
Southern California. Under his genius, it initiated historical tours,
the California History Institute now in its 20th year, and the
Conference of California Historical Societies. Under Dir_ector
R. R. Stuart, aided by his late wife, Grace, the Foundation started
THE PACIFIC HISTORIAN and the Stuart Library of Western
Americana.
Foundation dues are: Annual Sponsor Members, $5; Contributing Sponsor, $25; Sustaining Sponsor, $100. Lifetime
Sponsors contribute $1,000.
Jedediah Smith Society: First American to cross overland to

California was intrepid, "Bible-toting," curiosity-pushed Jedediah Strong Smith, and the year was 1826. In the nine years
before Comanches got his scalp, at age 32, this capitalistic
entrepreneur in beaver peltry had ranged and mapped the West.
Though ranked as an explorer with Lewis and Clark, but little
was known of him tiii a sleuthing California newspaperman
turned up his journal in Texas. The Jedediah Smith Society,
started in 1957, promotes research in Smith and his periodholds a breakfast at the April Institute, and a Fall Rendezvous.
Annual dues are $5; Donor, $25; Patron, $100. One thousand dollars purchases a Lifetime Membership.
Westerners Foundation: Specific projects to discover and to

disseminate knowledge of the Old West keep this organization
activated. Founded by Philip A. Danielson, formerly of Evanston, Illinois, but now a resident of the San Francisco Bay area,
it has been instrumental in establishing Corrals of The Westerners; in establishing at the University of the Pacific a repository of
Westerner periodicals; and publishing Sun and Saddle Leather, a
book of verse by Badger Clark, South Dakota's late poet laureate.
Members are persons who contribute $25 or more.

All members receive THE PACIFIC HISTORIAN- and you are
invited to become a member of the society of your choice . . ..
Please make your check to UNIVERSITY OF THE PACIFIC- followed by "CHF" if for the California History Foundation; "JSS" if for the J edediah Smith Society; "WF" if for the
Westerners Foundation . The amount of your check becomes a ·
donation_:_deductible for income tax purposes. Mail to: CA LI FORNIA HISTORY FOUNDATION, University of the Pacific, Stockton,
California 95204.
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